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The Arboretum Bulletin

Deciduous Azaleas
Clement G. Bowers

DECIDUOUS azaleas, as meant here, are

those which completely shed their

leaves in winter and do not include those

which have semi-evergreen or dimorphic

leaves, although a brief reference will be

made to these and some other marginal

forms.

Most deciduous azaleas are included within

that subsection of the genus Rhododendron

set up by G. Don a century or so ago and

dubbed the section Pentanthera, with refer-

ence to the fact that they bear only five sta-

mens. A convenient modern device, which

is merely a stop-gap, classifies the genus into

“series” groups, in which the members of

each group rotate around some average spe-

cies from which that series derives its name.

In this arrangement the section Pentanthera

is called the sub-series Luteum. Two lesser

sub-groups include deciduous azaleas, having

more than five stamens, and these are the

sub-series Schlippenbachii and Canadense, re-

spectively.

All the native American azaleas are de-

ciduous, and these, plus one from Europe

and a few more from the Orient, comprise

the entire group. With the exception of the

beautiful Rhododendron occidentale from the

West Coast, all the American azaleas are na-

tives of the East and South. Being better ad-

justed to our climate than some exotic spe-

cies, these American azaleas naturally offer

more promise for the cold and difficult

Northeastern States than do some of the

others. Aside from this, however, and en-

tirely on their merit as garden plants these

deciduous azaleas do not appear to be recog-

nized to the extent that they deserve. They

possess a great range of color, including per-

haps the best yellows to be found anywhere

in the genus. They also possess a hardiness

not matched by the true rhododendrons, al-

though this is linked up with summer water

relations as we shall see later. Several species

are delightfully fragrant and, in the group,

certain individuals may be found that are

very floriferous, although these species, as

a whole, are not so completely covered with

flowers every year as many Oriental azaleas

of the Obtusum sub-series. The ability to set

many flowers is more an individual character-

istic in deciduous azaleas than a character-

istic of the species or race. Unfortunately,

vegetative propagation is difficult and, in

propagating by seed instead, characters like

these are not often perpetuated. The various

species follow one another into bloom, so

that, in a collection, successive blooming can

be made to extend over a period of ten weeks

or more with few, if any, omissions. And, of

course, the feature which is most satisfactory

to New Englanders is the ability of some of

the best deciduous azaleas to withstand win-

ter temperatures of thirty degrees or so below

zero without injury or special protection.

The writer here wishes to have it under-

stood that he is considering these plants from

the New England viewpoint and is not too

familiar with their behavior or with the ex-

tent to which they are being used in the Far
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West. Nevertheless, he is aware that among

these hardy deciduous azaleas, certain species

and hybrids are good enough to be classed as

choice plants anywhere. Regardless of how
numerous or how wonderful the new Chinese

rhododendrons and British hybrids may be,

there are still reasons why some of the Amer-

ican azaleas are better than many of the new

exotics. And there are many reasons why we

should grow them more extensively than we

do.

For some years I have had in my very cold

garden an azalea labeled “Pallas.” I am not

sure that it is correctly labeled, but it is a

Ghent hybrid. It is about eight feet tall, and

every year is quite covered from top to bot-

tom with variegated flowers of orange and

deep rose. While some other azaleas, after

the fashion of apple trees, tend to be biennial

bloomers, this variety goes right on, year

after year, and blooms like “old faithful,”

never letting up, and has successfully weath-

ered winter temperatures averaging mini-

mums of 20 to 30 degrees below zero for

more than a dozen years. Perhaps one reason

for the consistently good bloom of this plant

lies in the fact that it is sterile and sets no

seed, either to its own pollen or to that of

other azaleas. Lack of seed production some-

times enables a plant to go ahead and form

new flower buds every year, while seed pro-

duction, on the other hand, forces the plant

to take a partial rest every other year. A
number of other Ghent azaleas are also sur-

viving these cold temperatures, but none has

yet been so consistently floriferous as “Pal-

las.” I might mention another beautiful va-

riety as “Daviesii,” and one of the most beau-

tiful yellows I have ever seen is “Nancy Wat-

erer,” with flat, pansy-like flowers, three

inches across, of pure gold. Probably, if one

could test out a large number of the existing

named varieties of Ghent azaleas, using plants

growing on their own roots (for grafted

plants are unreliable), a good many could be

found which are not only beautiful, but

which have everblooming traits comparable to

“Pallas,” plus hardiness and other desirable

qualities. While on the subject of Ghent aza-

leas, I would like to say a word regarding

their origin.

The value of these azaleas seems to have

been thoroughly appreciated away back in

the 1830s, after a Belgian baker, named P.

Mortier, raised a batch of hybrid seedlings of

the American sorts crossed with the Euro-

pean yellow Pontic azalea, Rhododendron

luteum. Similar crosses were made about the

same time in England by Mr. Gowen, gar-

dener for the Earl of Carnarvon. In Belgium,

however, a number of people around the

town of Ghent continued crossing Mortier’s

azaleas with American and Pontic plants, and

an activity ensued comparable to the present

wave of hybridizing which prevails in Eng-

land today with the new Chinese species. The

result of this azalea breeding of a century

ago was a set of several hundred named hy-

brid azaleas, largely from American species

somewhat modified, perhaps, from the in-

fusion of R. luteum. I am willing to guess

that the results would have been equally

good, and better in point of hardiness, if the

Pontic azalea, R. luteum, had been left out

of the hybrid complex altogether, since it

seems to be in no way superior to the Ameri-

can yellow R. calendidaceum as a parent in

hybrid relations.

This group of deciduous azaleas, consist-

ing mainly of well known American sorts

crossed inter se and with Rhododendron lu-

teum, became known as the Ghent hybrids,

and they have since been augmented by many
more varieties. They were propagated by

grafting in the Dutch manner and dissemin-

ated as clonal varieties. For years these hy-

brids have been grafted, usually on stock of

R. luteum, and presumably did well in the

Low Countries. Although many have been

sold in America, they always seemed to dwin-

dle away when planted outdoors.

Somewhere along the line, a double form

appeared and this, bred into the Ghent race,

produced a series of double and semi-double

varieties in many colors, some very beautiful.

In the 1880s, the Roster firm in Holland

started crossing the Ghent hybrids with the

Mollis azalea, Rhododendron molle (and per-

haps, R. japonicum, too), from China, a yel-
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low or orange-flowered species, with much
larger flowers. Many intermediate forms re-

sulted, as well as the infusion of new colors

and, finally, doubleness, into the Mollis

strain. These plants came to be known collec-

tively as the Mollis hybrids, but have little

to distinguish them from the Ghent hybrids

except that they are larger and clearly show

the influence of R. molle. Many of them,

however, occupy intermediate positions on

the borderline, so that, for practical purposes,

the Ghent and Mollis hybrid azaleas might

be regarded as one large group, varying wide-

ly and merging together. They possess an

enormous variety of color patterns and flower

forms, with all sorts of bright colors, some of

delicate and intermediate hues, some with

striped or variegated patterns. They are, how-

ever, plants of the greatest beauty and inter-

est.

I mentioned above that grafted plants of

these hybrid azaleas were often unsuccessful

in America, at least in the East. They

seemed to die back in winter, fail to recover

in summer, and continue to dwindle until

they died away. Some years ago when in-

vestigating these plants at the New York

Botanical Garden, I ran into some facts

which prompted a few experiments. I found a

few plants which bore tags indicating that

they had endured in the Garden for twenty

years or more. Invariably such plants were

growing in herbaceous borders where they

were getting the benefit of summer irriga-

tion. Other grafted Ghent azaleas, planted

under ordinary rhododendron conditions,

without receiving special water in summer,

did not persist. Subsequent research, with

grafted plants from a nursery which were in

the process of “dwindling” when received,

indicated that the trouble rested in summer

water relations, although the injury occurred

the following winter and was being falsely

attributed to winter injury. Moreover, evi-

dence was found which indicated that the

imperfect functioning of the graft union was

primarily at fault, since insufficient water

was permitted to pass through the graft union

to support growth on the top. This checked

growth during early summer was sufficient

to induce susceptibility to winter injury,

which subsequently occurred. I have found

that all azaleas of this general type are quite

sensitive to summer drought, anyway, and

grafting simply heightens the effect. Plants

on their own roots are reasonably satisfac-

tory. I have found, also, that any other factor

which checks vigorous summer growth in de-

ciduous azaleas will induce subsequent winter

injury. Thus, a severe insect visitation, re-

sulting in the injury of foliage, will do it, too.

Conversely, the best insurance of successful

winter hardiness is to have the plants in a

vigorous vegetative condition during the sum-

mer. I believe that the effect of grafting,

which inhibits water translocation and thus

checks summer growth and induces subse-

quent winter killing, is the reason why Ghent

hybrids and Mollis hybrids have not suc-

ceeded often in the Eastern United States.

If they happen to establish their own roots,

they will succeed.

This implies that these hybrids, and in

fact all deciduous azaleas, must grow on their

own roots to be satisfactory, at least in the

East. It may be that the moist Puget Sound

region is sufficiently congenial to permit these

grafted plants to survive and thrive and per-

haps establish their own roots eventually.

But “own-root” plants are required else-

where. (Ed. Note: Own-rooted plants are to

be preferred in the Puget Sound region, too.

Summer drought conditions are essentially

the same as in the Northeast.) However,

these azaleas do not root readily from cut-

tings, even when plant hormones are used to

stimulate rooting. It is said that they will

root by layerage, but this method does not

seem to have been used for their commercial

propagation in the United States. Therefore,

we have no sources of these fine azalea varie-

ties on their own roots in America. It is al-

ways rather disconcerting to read an article

describing some desirable plant and then

find, to your dismay, that such a plant is

nowhere obtainable. In this instance, I am
deliberately doing this obnoxious thing in the

hope that it may arouse someone to put a

little research on the problem of producing

“own-root” hybrid azaleas commercially.
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With the good growing conditions and ade-

quate moisture of the Puget Sound region, it

might be feasible for some West Coast propa-

gator to undertake this, either by layerage

(which I understand is done in England) or

by some newer method presently undiscov-

ered. With the further aid of careful testing

in the East to determine which varieties are

the hardiest, the wide use of some of these

fine hybrids, as well as exceptional individ-

ual clones among the species, should become

possible and thus open a new and hitherto

neglected sector of gardening interest.

Some of the hybrids, as well as natural

variants, of the native American deciduous

azaleas are quite as good, if not better, than

those belonging to the Ghent and Mollis

groups and are equally worthy of being propa-

gated as clonal varieties, under given names.

Generally speaking, these may be classed

along with the Ghents, since they are very

similar indeed, although probably hardier.

Because one cannot obtain good own-root

plants of hybrid and superior varieties of de-

ciduous azaleas, the wild species offer the

only alternative. These, however, are not to

be decried, for many of them are as good as

the hybrids. They are available either as

seedlings or collected plants and are reason-

ably abundant. I shall describe only the

more important of these.

The Western Rhododendron Occidentale, of

course, is one of the best. It is not quite

hardy enough to succeed in the East, but is

worthy of attention wherever it can be grown.

For a nice rose-colored species with a delight-

ful clove-like scent and ironclad hardiness,

the superior forms of R. roseum are the best.

This species grows to be six feet tall and is

closely related to the Pinxter, R. nudiflorum,

and merges into that species. But in its best

forms of clear rose, fair-sized flowers and an

incomparably spicy fragrance, R. roseum is

vastly superior to R. nudiflorum, the latter

having a dull, insipid color, narrower flowers

and a sickly-sweet, oppressive odor. Both

species are common to New England and the

Atlantic seaboard, south to the Virginia pied-

mont. R. roseum, indeed, has been called the

Piedmont Azalea and sold under the errone-

ous name of R. canescens, which, however, is

really quite another species and comes from

the Lower South and is definitely inferior.

The Flame Azalea, Rhododendron calen-

dulaceum, is one of the best known of all de-

ciduous azaleas. It is native to North Caro-

lina and neighboring regions, but is entirely

hardy in the North. It is exceedingly vari-

able, which is explainable on the basis that

it has two kinds of color pigments, yellow and

red, instead of only one, and also because it

is equipped with double the usual number

of chromosomes in its cells. Although typi-

cally orange, it may be found in colors rang-

ing from pure light yellow and spectrum yel-

low to vermillion red, with all intermediates

and many interesting patterns. At one spot

in Kentucky, Dr. W. H. Camp of the New
York Botanical Garden recently found a dis-

tinctive form, bright scarlet in color and with

the flowers borne in good-sized spherical

trusses, like a true rhodedendron. In the wild

on their 4,000-foot mountain-top site these

azaleas were as impressive as any I have

ever seen, glittering like rubies, but when

some were transplanted to my low-altitude

garden, the flowers failed to develop this

same brilliancy. This form, which I have

called unofficially Camp’s Red Azalea,

blooms about 10 days later than typical R.

calendulaceum.

Here it should be said that the spherical

or round truss, consisting of up to 30 flowers

per head, is not an uncommon type of in-

florescence in R. calendulaceum. It gives

them a distinctly rhododendron-like look.

When occurring with the pure yellow color

form, it should be the answer to the Eastern

gardeners’ prayers for a hardy yellow rho-

dendron. When planted among evergreen

rhododendrons, these azaleas harmonize per-

fectly. The yellow color is brilliant in the

extreme, the deciduous foliage is inconspicu-

ous and the trusses look enough like true

rhododendrons when seen from a short dis-

tance to give the effect of a complete ever-

green planting. When a group of rhododen-

drons, such as the Catawbas, appear oppres-

sively dull or somber because of the preva-

lence of a lilac or purplish tinge, a few yellow
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azaleas with round trusses, planted among

them, will enliven the whole scene with a

complementary color which does not clash.

They bloom at approximately the same time

as the Catawba rhododendron. I have dem-

onstrated that the yellow color, crossed with

yellow, will breed true, this apparently being

a homozygous recessive character.

Probably Rhododendron arborescens ranks

next in importance among the five-stamen

group. It has a wonderful heliotrope-like

scent. It is not showy, but is very nice and

is certainly a good subject for the fragrant

garden. Another white-flowered species, R.

viscosum, is the latest of all to bloom, com-

ing in July. This, too, is very fragrant, with

a strong spicy odor that is very pleasing, but

its flowers are neither large nor numerous

and are partly concealed by the foliage, since

it blooms so late that the new growth tends

to cover up the flowers.

Another very worthy white species, is the

white form of R. atlanticum, about 18 inches

tall, blooming early and having a sweet, rose-

like scent. This is quite floriferous and comes

in pink as well as white, but the white color

is preferable. It comes from the Virginia coast

and along the Carolina seaboard. Among the

deciduous azaleas this little species occupies

a position analagous to that of the Kurume
azaleas among the semi-evergreen sorts. All

the species thus far mentioned are fairly

hardy in the Northeastern United States.

Continuing with the Pentanthera, the Chin-

ese species, R. molle, has been mentioned as

a parent of hybrids. One can buy mixed seed-

lings of this in a wide variety of colors and

most of them are worthwhile. This and its

Japanese counterpart, R. japonicum, are so

nearly alike as to be the same for most prac-

tical purposes. Their difference is based upon

leaf characters and a supposed greater hardi-

ness of R. japonicum. Since Mollis seedlings,

when not grafted, seem to be hardier than

formerly supposed, this distinction might be

regarded as of diminishing importance. Both

species are good as horticultural subjects and

the colors range from yellow, through orange

and salmon-rose to red. The flowers are twice

as large as those of the American species

noted above, but are not borne in such defin-

ite trusses. The plants, too, are somewhat

coarser, but the flowers are showy and the

effect is good. They certainly deserve to be

included among the very best of deciduous

azaleas, and are generally hardy in the North-

east. They require copious moisture in sum-

mer, however, and it should be borne in mind

that R. molle, especially, comes from regions

in Eastern China where the summers are wet.

An American variety called “Miss Louisa

Hunnewell” is a seedling progeny of these

two species.

Surveying deciduous azaleas other than

those in the five-stamen group, we come first

to the Royal azalea of Korea, Rhododendron

Schlippenbachii. This has large light pink

flowers, very distinctive leaves and will grow

to a height of ten feet or more when it is

happy. It withstands sub-zero temperatures

successfully. It has the reputation, however,

of being fastidious and is a bit difficult to

prescribe optimum conditions for, since it

occasionally seems to behave counter to most

other azaleas.

Rhododendron Vaseyi is one of the very

finest of deciduous azaleas in point of useful-

ness, although not so showy as some. It is a

vigorous grower and one of the hardiest in

every respect. Although native of North Car-

olina mountains, it withstands sub-zero tem-

peratures without a quiver and blooms abun-

dantly every year. It blooms rather early and

its flowers have a mixed rose and white pat-

tern, giving something of an apple blossom

effect. There is a pure white form. The plant

grows rather large and generally attains a

height of ten or more feet.

Rhododendron pentaphyllum is an interest-

ing species from Japan but is rare in this

country. It blooms very early (April 20 at

New York City) and is a large grower with

a branching habit resembling the Eastern

flowering dogwood, Cornus florida. The

flowers are bright magenta-rose—and I mean

true magenta, not lilac. Since there are

usually no other azaleas in bloom at this

season, there is seldom anything else for R.

pentaphyllum to clash with, and its color,

against a green background, is a great suc-
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cess. It does not appear to be hardy north

of New York City, but is insufficiently

known and tested. I think it possesses possi-

bilities.

Another deciduous plant which is really a

rhododendron rather than an azalea might be

mentioned here, since it blooms a bit earlier

than R. pentaphyllwn and usually passes for

an azalea. This species is R. mucronulatum,

from Korea, and is the earliest bloomer of

them all. Some people object to its magenta-

lilac color, which lacks all the brightness of

R. pcntaphyylum, but I consider it a useful

plant, especially when planted against a back-

ground of conifers where its purplish flowers,

coming soon after the last spring snowfall,

makes a very welcome sight. Again, it blooms

alone and hence does not clash as it would

do if brighter colors were present nearby. It

occupies a marginal position between azaleas

and true rhododendrons, and its kinship to the

latter is seen in its ability to hybridize with

Rhododendron carolinianum. Its closely re-

lated form, R. dakuricum, is evergreen.

The Rhodora, Rhododendron canadense, is

a small American species from the North with

thin lilac-colored flowers. It is not showy

but possesses an attractiveness of its own

despite the fact that its color is unpopular.

It should be grown where it will not bloom

alongside other flowers of more brilliant hue.

There are a number of other species of

minor importance or that are imperfectly

known. Several of these come from the deep

South. A very few may assume importance

later. Several other kinds of hybrids are

also on record. It is possible that a con-

siderable development of novelties may occur

among deciduous azaleas in the future.

Heretofore I have not touched upon that

large group of azaleas known as the Obtusum

series, comprising the kinds grown in green-

houses and many other familiar sorts known

as “Indica Alba,” “Amoena,” “Hinodegiri,

and countless other varieties, species, races

and hybrid groups. In mild climates these

are nearly all evergreen, and in colder places

they are semi-evergreen or have “winter

leaves.” Only one or two seem to approach

complete deciduousness, and these have ever-

green forms. The most important one, and

the hardiest, is Rhododendron Kaempjeri

which will grow in places where the tempera-

ture drops to zero in winter, but will not

endure fifteen below zero. This, of course, is

one of our very best garden azaleas where it

can be grown and merits the greatest praise.

Rhododendron poukhanense is a somewhat

similar species of near or equal hardiness but

possessed of what in my opinion is a most

unattractive lilac color. A fully double form,

variety Yodagawa, has something to commend
it when properly placed. It is very florifer-

ous and can be useful in a garden where the

color does not clash with others. In this

connection it might be desirable to point out

that the genus Rhododendron is full of species

and varieties which have flowers of lilac or

purplish hue and that a good rule is to keep

these by themselves, or combine them only

with white or pastel yellows, and always to

display them against plenty of green in the

background. Such colors can be quite at-

tractive, but must be kept away from other

plants of brighter hue, and also away from

most brightly colored architectural features or

they will appear somber, dirty and sad by

contrast.

Grown in deep shade, deciduous azaleas

frequently look straggly and lack flowers.

On the other hand, they despise hot sunlight

if it means dryness. Given a moist, peaty

situation, but never a water-logged soil, a

leafy mulch to help maintain a uniform mois-

ture condition all summer, plus plenty of

light, they will bloom very freely. Naturally,

for best effects a grovelike background is the

setting par excellence for an azalea garden.

Deciduous azaleas are feasible, however, in

the formal garden and in full exposure if

proper care is paid to soil moisture. Once

established, they are easy to maintain. With

better propagation methods, in order to avail

ourselves of the truly wonderful clonal varie-

ties if they can be obtained on their own
roots, we should eventually see deciduous

azaleas taking a place of honor everywhere as

among our most superb flowering shrubs, and

achieving special importance in many regions

to which their qualities are peculiarly adopted.
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“So You Can’t Grow Rhododendrons”
Ray L. Gardner

THE great climatic barriers, the Cascade

Mountains, range north and south

through the state of Washington and divide,

it may be said, the “wets” from the “drys.”

The two-fifths of the state to the west is lush

and verdant and includes one of the areas of

heaviest rainfall in the United States. To the

east, park-like stands of great pines lead

down over pasture-lands and stubble, to semi-

arid plateau and bottomland, the whole dis-

sected by clear, rapid rivers. The forests from

the west of the ridge quickly give way and

are replaced in the great eastern body of the

state by sage brush, princely stock ranches

and grain fields, with emerald, irrigated oases

rippling down rich valleys and creeping up

onto soft tan hills. So near are these two vast-

ly different climates that a truck, loaded in

an orchard in the evening, will run out of the

dry heat, over the cold summit, down through

cool, moist forest and be waiting to unload

luscious ripe peaches at a great seaport in the

mist of early morning.

Ferns, leaves and conifer needles have for

ages rotted into the soils of the western side

of the ridge
;
rains have washed away soil min-

erals. By contrast, the soils under the eastern

sun have retained much of their ashy, mineral

nature and definitely lack humus. They tend

to be neutral or slightly alkaline. Naturally,

the plant life differs almost as much as do the

climates and soils of the two regions.

Now, people live on both sides of these

mountains. Those who live on the wet side

insist that they “do not feel right fit unless it

is raining.” They grow rhododendron and

azalea plants in profusion and in variety in

their gardens and may view wild ones in forest

and swamp not too far away. They not only

grow many plants natural to their type of

climate, but also, with typical human perver-

sity, attempt to grow natives from the dry

countries. Some even install little glass houses

to keep out the rain.

Folks living on the “dry side” of the moun-

tains proudly call attention to their sunny

days and clear skies, in cool winter and warm

summer. They say the dry air is like wine.

In their gardens flowering shrubs and trees

bloom extravagantly, and lupines, wild and

tame hybrids, grow to perfection. Autumn
tones in their trees are delightful by contrast

with pine, fir, spruce and other conifers, and

birch trunks are pure white. But they, being

human and likewise perverse, long to grow

the lush exotics from the wet country. Espe-

cially do they covet the brilliant azaleas and

rhododendrons of the “wet” side.

Being a “dry,” that is, living and gardening

in the dry central zone, I have also yearned to

grow and to help others to grow the envied

azalea and rhododendron. Disregarding state-

ments by experts and in books that such plants

were “acid-loving” and that our soil was either

neutral or on the alkaline side, I planted a

number of rhododendrons and azaleas, follow-

ing directions from the best known sources of

information. The plants sickened and died

and it was time to try again.

Local nurserymen and florists tried to dis-

courage me. One said, “I have set out many
rhododendrons and some azaleas. They just

do not seem to like our soil. They will bloom

a few years and diminish in vigor and size, and

nothing seems to help them. They all gradu-

ally die.” Their opinion was that our soil was

too sweet. But, they all agreed, adding acids

did not seem to help the plants.

Then followed a few years of small but de-

termined trial plantings. We followed sugges-

tions from nurserymen, books and schools.

We used considerable humus but always some

form of acid. We were firm in the belief that

acid in the soil was the principal requirement,

so long as good drainage was established. We
received little encouragement. Most of the

plants made an effort to grow, but the chance

of attaining any degree of pleasure from the

culture of the azalea tribe seemed remote.

However, one encouraging exception was

noted. Alongside the foundation of a local

home, a considerable fill had been made. Soil

from a bog had been used for the fill and in

the soil a number of large hybrid rhododen-
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drons had been set. These plants had lived

and bloomed fairly well for about eight years,

without much attention. They had made fair

growth and were only slightly chlorotic. Upon

examination, the soil was found to be prac-

tically neutral, neither acid nor alkaline, but

consisted of a peat-like material.

As an experiment, we added aluminum sul-

phate to one of the above plants. One was left

untouched and another fertilized with cow

manure and commercial peat-moss added in

quantity about the roots. By fall the first two

had shown no improvement, but had held their

own. The addition of acid showed no apparent

improvement. The third, about whose roots

fertilized peat-moss had been placed, made an

excellent growth and took on splendid green

color. Large, plump buds formed and bloomed

out splendidly the next spring.

Now, while this seemed to belie the “acid-

loving” axiom, and seemed to point to need

for loose, porous, open soil, free from alkali,

rather than any actual need of acid, we were

not especially interested in theories or exper-

iments for their own sake. We wanted merely

to grow azalea-type plants and felt that here

we had the clue.

Since that time we have had little difficulty,

except in a few peculiar instances. Good

drainage is essential. But otherwise, beds can

be built in which azaleas and rhododendrons

will grow almost as well as in their own homes.

We now ignore so-called acidifiers, and con-

centrate upon supplying a fluffy, open, fibrous

soil, mildly fertile, which is easily kept moist

and cool. Now we can grow rhododendrons

and fairly nice ones.

While the soil necessities of the species at-

tempted are roughly identical, their require-

ments as to degree of light or sun vary greatly.

Deciduous azaleas will thrive in our hottest

sunlight. Rhododendrons appreciate some

shade during the heat of summer, but shade

from the bright winter sun is a must. Frozen

leaves will be browned to a crisp if the winter

sun gets at them. Rhododendrons like plenty

of light, but it should be mild and gentle, pre-

ferably indirect.

The broad leaves of the rhododendrons be-

come sadly shrivelled when the Fahrenheit

Eight

thermometer registers minus ten degrees or

lower. Those growing in deep, moist, peaty

beds stand the cold better and leaves piled

high into the limbs form valuable protection.

Damage to leaf and stem structure is uncom-

mon, and injury is often confined to the bloom

buds, with resultant loss of flowers for the

year. Azaleas which shed their leaves in winter

are seldom injured. A number of the hardiest

evergreen varieties are now established, and

it will be interesting to note comparative har-

diness. With some exceptions, the English

table of hardiness proves to be applicable.

Considering the small number of varieties

which have been tried, the varieties listed for

hardiness as “A” and “B” carry their blooms

with few exceptions. For instance, “Sweet

Simplicity,” listed as “A” for hardiness, is

not much troubled by the cold, while “Blue

Peter,” another “A,” loses its bloom as readily

as does Pink Pearl.

i i i

Letter to the Editor

(Mr. Fred G. Meyer, of Tacoma, now on

duty with the armed forces overseas, was a

student at the Missouri Botanical Garden, St.

Louis, before the outbreak of war. He is

much interested in ornamental horticulture

and has contributed to previous issues of The
Bulletin. Below are some interesting ex-

cerpts from his latest letter from England.)

ORTUNATELY, by the aid of my bike

and train I have been able to see some

of the surrounding country. The climate

here is similar to that of Western Washing-

ton, but for the most part it is much cooler

during the summer, and damper. At least it

has been since we have been here. Old

timers say this is an off year, though. How-
ever, as far as the growing of plants goes,

the climate is nearly identical to ours. With-

out a doubt, the gardens in general are the

finest that I have seen. As you know, the

culture of roses here reaches a high state, and

it is certainly obvious by the fact that you see

them everywhere. However, along this line

they have nothing that we can’t duplicate

ourselves, if just given the chance and the

time - —Fred G. Meyer.
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An Amateur’s Observation on Species

Rhododendrons
Herbert G. Ihrig

THE enormous number of species rhodo-

dendrons presents a real problem to the

amateur gardener as well as to the rhododen-

dron collector, especially if he wishes to fa-

miliarize himself with their distinguishing fea-

tures. The many minor botanical differences,

the variations in seedlings and the regional

varieties are only a few of the difficulties with

which one is confronted.

It was only after extended correspondence

with outstanding authorities and considerable

reading that I was able to differentiate be-

tween some of the major variations as they

affect garden use and the minor ones which

are chiefly botanical. A summary of some of

the points may be of assistance to those who,

like myself, wish to grow these interesting

plants.

It might be well at the start to state that

the word species is merely a name or tag at-

tached to plants or groups of plants which have

certain common dominant characteristics. It

is man’s attempt to identify and classify the

variations of nature, but since these variations

are infinite it is a difficult task at best. The

most careful scientists often find it hard to

draw a line of demarcation between one spe-

cies and another or to determine just what

characteristics should or should not be in-

cluded in each. Mr. W. J. Bean sums this up

as follows: “What does or does not constitute

a true species has never been stated satisfac-

torily and it never will.”

The second point to remember is that most

of the newer species come from the wilds of

Asia, where there is little chance for careful

observation. Outside of the descriptions and

the plant material sent back by collectors, our

knowledge is gained largely from seedlings

which have been grown thousands of miles

from their native habitat and under very dif-

ferent conditions.

This has limited our observation and makes

it difficult to determine which factors are con-

stant and which are variable with the result

that many plants now listed as separate spe-

cies may prove to be only variants of other

established species. This is further com-

plicated by the vast number of new specimens

which have been collected in the past thirty

years by such men as Rock, Farrar, Wilson,

Forrest, Kingdon Ward and others whose ex-

plorations have covered widely separated areas

and who have sent home many geographical

forms as well as a number of true species

which are new.

These facts have long been recognized by

authorities and some consolidations have been

made, but it is slow work and extremely con-

fusing if one does not keep up to date. Just

prior to the war, some further consolidations

were ready for publication, but as the “Rho-

dodendron Year Book” was discontinued for

the duration, we must await this further in-

formation until the findings can be published.

To illustrate this consolidation, I had sev-

eral plants of R. chryseum but none of R.

muliense. After sending to England for some

of the latter I found the two species had been

consolidated, yet one of my botanist friends

could not agree with that decision as he felt

the differences were fundamental and that the

species should not be combined. However,

Mr. Rothschild, then president of the Rho-

dodendron Association, in answer to my in-

quiry, wrote as follows: “WT

ith reference to

R. muliense and R. chryseum, if you will turn

to the “Species of Rhododendrons” you will

notice that muliense has ten stamens whereas

chryseum is given five. Now forms have been

sent back with 6, 7, 8 or 9 stamens, in every

way intermediate between the two, and plants

are so similar that it is really not possible to

keep them as distinct species and they can

only be treated as one.”

The foregoing comments refer to species but

the same difficulty extends to the classification

of varieties, sub-species and series. Mr. Bow-

ers covers this point in a very interesting

manner. He says, “Ordinarily the word spe-

cies as well as its botanical subdivision, ‘va-

riety,’ is taken by the gardener to mean some
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hard and fast type—which, strictly speaking,

it is not. True, a species conforms in general

to the characteristics of a given typical form,

the type to which reference is made in de-

scribing it. But it does not have to conform

meticulously to this type. A species is not one

individual, but a whole population of individ-

uals, differing somewhat from one another just

as people in a race will differ from one an-

other, but all revolving around the typical or

central form or type and generally conforming

to this type in gross characteristics.”

It is evident then that there is a point where

the botanist and the gardener must, in a sense,

part company, for some variations may be

very important from a botanical standpoint or

in the breeding of new hybrids, but for the

average gardener, color, form, foliage and

other factors are far more important than

minor botanical differences. Mr. Cox said

that the Lapponicum series, which contains

some fifty species, could be very materially

reduced in number for garden purposes, a

viewpoint to which I heartily subscribe.

Individual plant variations within the spe-

cies are very important to the gardener, how-

ever, and there is a big field ahead for the

grower who will select and propagate the finer

types of each species. This applies to form,

hardiness, leaf structure, color, etc. Referring

again to the members of the Lapponicum

series, most of them do not look well during

the winter as they turn a dull brownish,

dead-looking color, though some forms carry

through this period with a much better ap-

pearance than others and are, therefore, more

desirable. Then, again, some plants make tall,

straggling bushes while others of the same

species may remain low and compact. This

variation in form applies to many species.

R. racemosum is a characteristic example.

Colors are a bugaboo to the individual who

grows species from seed. One batch of seed-

lings will turn out uniformly fine while others

will vary to a marked degree. Seedlings of

R. Thomsonii, which is one of the finest spe-

cies, will sometimes produce flowers of a weak,

sickly color. Such a plant could well be rele-

gated to the brush fire. On the other hand, a

good seedling of this species will bear flowers

of gorgeous shade and will be admired by all.

R. Augustinii is another species which varies

greatly and which should be purchased when

in flower or when propagated from the finer

types. Augustinii seedlings come in almost

every conceivable shade of blue and lavender.

One could go on indefinitely noting such varia-

tions among seedlings.

The important thing for the amateur to

remember is to avoid condemning an entire

species because of one poor specimen, but

rather to seek the choice plants and to grow

them. Mr. Rothschild suggests that an inter-

esting field of endeavor for the amateur would

be the crossing of the finer types within the

species to develop the best qualities. This, no

doubt, would be a splendid work and would

produce many superior plants, but it is not

properly a part of the present subject.

In conclusion it should be emphasized that

these comments are based upon an amateur’s

observations and are written to aid other ama-

teurs who, like myself, enjoy growing these

interesting plants in spite of all the variations

which occur. Or perhaps because of them,

since a bit of variety adds a little more spice

to an already pleasant pastime.

1 i i

Letter to the Editor

“Your Bulletin for September reached

me a week ago and I found it contained

much of interest. Especially so were the

articles by Carl S. English and Mrs. Else

Frye.

It is unfortunate that our climate (Massa-

chusetts) prevents us from growing most of

the interesting plants they describe and many
of the people out your way fail to appreciate

what a splendid opportunity you have for

growing so many interesting plants from all

parts of the world. It must be constantly

brought to their notice that at Seattle you

have the opportunity of possessing the finest

Arboretum in this country if only sufficient

interest can be created.”

William H. Judd,

Arnold Arboretum.
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Rhododendrons for the Rock Garden*
Carl S. English, Jr.

1C*ROM the alpine parts of China, India,

Tibet, Burma, and the arctic regions of

the world come more than 150 species of

handsome little creeping shrublets or dwarf

shrubs that attain a growth of approximately

one or two feet in height. Because of their

size and habits, most of these are excellent

plants for the rock garden.

For reasons of convenience, rhododendrons

are grouped into series of related species and

varieties. Although an occasional dwarf species

is found in nearly all of the forty-three rec-

ognized series, most of the species suitable for

rock garden use belong to some seventeen of

the series. These are here discussed, in sys-

tematic sequence.

Characteristically, these attractive little

plants have small leaves as well as small

flower trusses. Many of the groups are fa-

vored with delightful foliage fragrance. Brush-

ing one’s hand across the leaves brings to mind

the aromatic essence of sandalwood, camphor

and other reminders of the Far East. Even if

they did not have flowers, this attribute of

fragrance would make them entirely worth

growing.

Neriiflorum Series

Among persons who have grown many of

the dwarf rhododendrons, there is a particular

interest in the various species of the Nerii-

florum series, and rightfully so, because they

meet all of the requirements of desirable

horticultural subjects. Most of the members

of this group are dwarf, neat, compact, slow-

growing and hardy. Typically, their leaves

are deep, dark green, usually with white or

brown indumentum beneath. The flowers in

most cases are rather long bell-shaped, and,

although there are relatively few in a cluster,

they are of generous size and of thick, fleshy

texture. The colors range with emphasis to-

ward the brilliant tones, such as yellow,

orange, pink, rose, scarlet and deep crimson.

Black-crimson and, rarely, white forms are

also included.

‘Reprinted from the Bulletin of the American
Rock Garden Society, July-April, 1943, Vol. 1, No. 4.

The Forrestii subseries contains six species:

Rhododendron erastum, R. Forrestii, R. por-

phyrophyllum, R. pyrrhoanthum, R. repens

and R. serpens. All are highly desirable, low,

creeping shrubs which seldom reach a height

of more than a foot. The flowers of the vari-

ous species range from pink to crimson. R.

Forrestii and R. repens are the best known in

cultivation.

The Neriiflorum subseries contains six

species and four varieties, all of which are

desirable plants. For rock gacden use, four

species are especially worthy of mention,

namely, R. neriiflorum, with bright crimson

flowers and oval-shaped leaves; R. flocci-

gerum, with crimson flowers and lanceolate

leaves with flocculose indumentum beneath;

R. sperabiloides, a neat little shrub with light

crimson flowers, and R. euchroum, the lowest-

growing of the group, with a height of one

and a half to two feet, and flowers of bright

brick red.

Within the Neriiflorum series, the Sanguin-

eum subseries, with about sixteen species and

seventeen subspecies, is the largest. Although

a few species eventually grow to four or more

feet in height, most of the members of this

group are low-growing and very worthwhile

rock plants. A very dwarf member, and an

especially desirable plant, is R. aperantum, a

widely spreading shrub, six to twenty inches

high with flowers varying in color from white,

rose, and deep rose, to orange and yellow.

Those with yellow flowers include: R. citrini-

florum, R. fulvastrum and R. himertum. The

first of these, with its bright yellow flowers

and growing to a height of two to four feet,

is considered the finest.

R. dichroanthum is a most desirable species

with orange-flushed, salmon-rose flowers. Sim-

ilar in coloring are the related species, R. her-

pesticum, R. scyphocalyx and R. apodectum.

Of the red-flowered kinds, R. sanguineum is

the choicest. Its flowers are bright crimson

and its eventual height is about three feet. In-

teresting, though not colorful, are the black-

crimson flowers of R. didymum and R. hae-
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maleum. Another, R. horaeum, with deep

crimson flowers, is valued for its procumbent

habit. In many of the members of this series

the calyx of the flower is like the corolla in

texture and color. Such is the case in R.

torquatum. In addition, in this species the

fairly large calyx is reflexed, giving the flowers

an unique appearance.

Thomsonii Series

In the Thomsonii series is R. Williams-

ianum, one of the most attractive dwarf spe-

cies of the genus. It has heart-shaped leaves,

beautiful, clear, shell-pink flowers and a habit

of slow growth, although in time it will reach

a height of three feet or more.

Ponticum Series

R. chrysanthum, with yellow flowers, is the

one true dwarf of the Ponticum series. Coming

from the mountains of Siberia, Mongolia and

Manchuria, it is very hardy. This plant is

typically saxicolous, the branches reaching out

to curve around the edges of rocks. Although

the original form of the species does not grow

much more than six inches in height, a variant

form called niko-montanum is more upright

in habit.

Taliense Series

The large and diverse Taliense series in-

cludes several species that are typically dwarf.

However, they do not seem to be well repre-

sented in cultivation. The foliage of these

plants is especially attractive for it is compact

and often bears brightly colored indumentum

beneath. Some have extremely narrow leaves.

R. pronum, a prostrate plant of three to ten

inches, with yellow flowers, is the lowest-grow-

ing of this group. Others that grow from one

to three feet tall are: R. codonanthuni and R.

proteoides with yellow flowers; R. comisteum,

R. lampropeplum and R. doshongense with

rose or white, and R. gymnocarpum with deep

claret-crimson flowers.

Camtschaticum Series

The three deciduous creepers constituting

the Camtschaticum series are confined in dis-

tribution to a portion of northeastern Asia,

Japan and Alaska. All grow in peaty soil and

in a cool climate. This series has sufficient

characters of differentiation to have been re-

garded by some authorities as a distinct genus,

Therorhodion. R. camtschaticum, with its rose-

purple flowers, is the only member known to

be in cultivation. It is found on the Kamt-

schatka Peninsula and the Aleutian Islands

as well as in Siberia and Alaska. R. glandu-

losum from northwestern Alaska and R. Re-

dowskianum from Manchuria are the other

two members of the series.

All of the rhododendrons mentioned thus

far belong to the division described as elepi-

dote, meaning without scaly pubescence.

Those in the series which follow belong to the

lepidote, or those which are characterized by

having scaly pubescence. The presence or ab-

sence of this character separates the two main

divisions of rhododendrons.

Boothii Series

The Boothii series includes some of the

choicest of dwarf rhododendrons. These are

neat, compact, little plants as, for example,

R. leucaspis, which invariably attracts a con-

siderable share of attention with its roundish,

hairy leaves and milky white flowers, which

appear in February or early March. It is, per-

haps, the hardiest species of the series.

In this series we find a fine assortment of

yellow-flowered species including R. meger-

atum, which is much like R. leucaspis in

habit, R. aureum, R. auritum, R. chrysodoron

and R. sulfureum.

R. tephropeplum and R. deleiense are de-

scribed as having magenta-rose flowers but as

observed growing here in Seattle the color may
be more accurately described as a clear pink.

R. deleiense has larger flowers and broader

leaves than those of R. tephropeplum. Many
of the plants grown under the latter name

are really R. deleiense.

Maddenii Series

A marked departure from ordinary rhodo-

dendrons is found in the large and valuable

Maddenii series. However, most of the plants

in this series are too tender or grow too tall

to consider here. Some are noted for their

sweet-scented flowers. R. ciliatum is a great

favorite among persons who know it because

of its hardiness and all-around attractiveness.

When grown in plenty of light it becomes

sturdy and compact and late in March or

April is abundantly covered with large, white
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or white and rose-tinted flowers; in more shade

it is inclined to become leggy. R. Valentin-

ianum, with its neat habit and bright yellow

flowers, will be much sought after when it

becomes better known. R. polyandrum is quite

hardy and is the only member of the Maddenii

subseries that does not reach a height of more

than three feet. Its flowers are white, flushed

with pink or pale yellow.

Moupinense Series

R. moupinense and two allies comprise the

Moupinense series. These three species are so

closely related to the Maddenii series that

they might well have been included in it. All

are dwarf, sprawling shrubs of either terres-

trial or epiphytic habit. Their flowers are

large and showy. Only R. moupinense seems

to be in cultivation. It is quite hardy, bear-

ing large, white flowers in February. Probably

equally hardy is R. dendrocharis with its large,

bright, rose-red flowers. It should make a

sensation once it becomes better known. R.

petrocharis, with white flowers, will probably

prove more tender.

Glaucum Series

The Glaucum series is characterized by hav-

ing aromatic leaves which are generally white

and glaucous beneath. The branches and peti-

oles are often bright red. R. charitopes is a

particularly handsome dwarf, a foot high, with

flowers of apple blossom pink. R. pemakoense,

with its very large, pink flowers and small,

shiny leaves, is unique in having underground

stolons. R. glaucum is a taller shrub with pink

flowers. R. tsangpoense and R. prunijlorum,

particularly the former, are very handsome,

dwarf, foliage plants. Their flowers, unfor-

tunately, are of a dull, plum purple. Although

R. brachyanthum is said to have unattractive

flowers, in all of its kind that I have seen they

have been of a particularly handsome bright

yellow. R. charitostreptum is still another fine

yellow-flowered species.

Campylognum Series

The Campylogynum series is a small group

of four species of sufficiently close relationship

to the Glaucum series to be logically combined

with it. Representative is R. myrtilloides

,

a

choice carpeting shrublet of three or four

inches, with small, plum-colored flowers

uniquely arranged. The foliage is the most

attractive part of the plant, the leaves being

tiny, round, shining and pure white under-

neath.

Lepidotum Series

The Lepidotum series, with about nine

dwarf species, bears considerable resemblance

to the Glaucum series in flower structure and

inflorescence. In foliage it strongly resembles

the Lapponicum series, especially in that the

leaves assume a rusty, dead appearance in the

winter. By far the most attractive species of

this group is R. imperator, a dwarf, carpet-

forming shrublet with large, bright purple,

solitary, upright flowers.

Lapponicum Series

R. lapponicum was discovered by Linnaeus

when he made his famous botanical journey to

Lapland in 1732. This arctic-alpine species

has the widest distribution of all rhododen-

drons, having been found in northern Europe,

northern Asia, Arctic America, the Dells of

Wisconsin and on Mt. Washington in Ver-

mont. Members of this series are recognized

by their tiny, elliptic leaves, often as short as

one-fourth of an inch and of aromatic fra-

grance when bruised. Blue and purple—even

royal purple—predominate among the flower

colors. Occasionally pink and rose occur in

the series, and even yellow in R. chryseum and

R. flavidum. Other desirable species now

available in the Lapponicum series are: R.

jastigiatum, R. fimbriatum, R. hippophaeo-

ides, R. impeditum, R. orthocladum, R. rtis-

satum and R. scintillans.

Cephalanthum Series

Plants of the Cephalanthum series, as the

name suggests, bear their flowers in dense

heads. The delightful, pungent fragrance of

the foliage resembles that of the Saluenensc

series but when crushed suggests the pleasant

odor of our western red cedar. The leaves

usually are narrow and about one inch long,

often resembling Daphne cneomm in both

foliage and dense clusters of small, tubular

flowers which are often very fragrant. This

similarity has been recognized in the naming

of one of the species R. daphnijlorum. The

flower color of the Cephalanthum series ranges

from white to pink and rose. R. crebrejlorum
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is a desirable, prostrate shrublet of this group.

R. cephalanthum, R. ledoides, R. radinum and

R. sphaeranthum are among the more choice

and available upright species.

Saluenense Series

All of the members of the Saluenense series

come from the high altitudes, 12,000 to 18,000

feet, in northern India and China. Character-

istically, their leaves are small, roundish, one-

fourth to one inch in length and supplied

with very pleasantly pungent fragrance that

suggests camphor. Many of these, such as

R. prostratum, R. calciphilum
,
R. nitens and

R. radicans are prostrate, creeping shrublets.

Others, such as R. calostrotum, R. keleticum,

R. riparium and R. saluenense (from the Sal-

ween River) may eventually reach a foot or

more in height. The flowers of this series are

exceptionally large for the size of the plants,

commonly an inch or more in diameter. The

flower color ranges through shades of rose

and rose-purple to crimson.

Virgatum Series

The Virgatum and Scabrifolium series are

two small, related groups of dwarf plants,

some of which are of great value for rock

garden use. R. racemosum, of the Virgatum

series, is one of the most valuable of all dwarf

rhododendrons. The rather small flowers are

borne in axillary racemes and vary from deep

pink to white. The plants vary in stature

from tiny shrubs a few inches in height to

tall, leggy forms up to four feet. Other forms

show variation in size of flower and also in

time of flowering which may be any period

from March to May. As with many other spe-

cies, it is desirable to propagate the best

forms vegetatively.

R. racemosum, var. oleifolium is an early-

flowering plant with blossoms larger than

those of typical R. racemosum. Unfortunately,

this varietal name has led to confusion with

the plant of the specific name R. oleifolium.

It is to be hoped that this confusion soon will

be cleared up. Although the species to which

the name oleifolium legitimately belongs is

also included in the series, it is of totally dif-

ferent habit. It has rather long, narrow leaves

and fairly large, pink to almost white flowers,

borne solitarily from axillary buds.

Scabrifolium Series

All but one of the six species of the Scabri-

folium series strongly resemble R. racemosum,

their small flowers being borne in numerous

axillary racemes. They all seem to differ from

that group in being quite pubescent and of a

rather sprawling habit of growth. R. hemi-

trichotum and R. pubescens are fine, hardy

plants with pink flowers. R. mollicomum, with

crimson flowers, and R. scabrifolium and R.

spicijerum, with pink flowers, are also desir-

able but less hardy. R. spinuliferum, the rogue

of the series, with crimson tubular flowers,

though eventually growing too tall to plant in

any but a large rock garden, is one of the most

curious of all rhododendrons. The long, crim-

son corolla tubes which are slightly contracted

at both ends, give the flowers the appearance

of fire crackers.

Ferrugineum Series

From the Alps of Central Europe have come

the three species of the Ferrugineum series,

R. ferrugineum (Alpine rose), R. hirsutum,

and R. Kotschyi. All of these have attractive

pink or rose, or rarely white flowers. The

last-named is the smallest of the three, the

first, with smooth leaves, the largest. All are

worthwhile rock shrublets.

The demand for dignified, well-behaved and

attractive rock plants has brought these dwarf

rhododendrons into prominence. Several are

already in the trade and it is hoped that as

additional species become available, more rock

gardeners will come to know the satisfaction

of growing them.

1 i i

Arboretum Activities

VERY shortly we will be passing into the

last quarter of our first two years under

a state appropriation. It can be said without

equivocation that this period has seen the

healthiest development of any like period

since the Arboretum was started in 1933. To
be sure, we have learned from experience

that the appropriation was entirely too small

to enable us to do the many absolutely neces-

sary things which must be undertaken and

completed before we can expect to offer to

the public the polished and finished condi-
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tions that we want and that it has every right

to expect. It is on the basis of this experience

that our request for the approaching biennium

was revised upward and it is for this reason

that we hope to procure greater financial as-

sistance from state funds.

However, the fact that we have been able

to do only a small part of the important jobs

which must be handled does in no way obviate

the original premise that we are just passing

through a period of solid, sound, healthy

growth. In December, 1942, we were fright-

fully undermanned. To make matters worse

we were underequipped as well. During the

intervening years we have been able to bring

together a fine nucleus of eight men and to

equip them sufficiently so that much of the

basic maintenance work can now be accom-

plished with a minimum expenditure of effort

and time.

Good fortune has been our lot in the build-

ing up of a labor staff. The high caliber of

all of the men who are now with us is out of

all proportion to the usual types available for

such work at the present time. It is truly

astonishing and certainly gratifying to have

been able to gather together a force upon

which one can completely rely at all times and

which is devoutly interested in furthering a

proper development at the Arboretum. Such

a nucleus augurs well for the future.

While it is almost impossible to discuss in

detail the many tasks which have been done

under the heading of general maintenance, it

it is in this category that most of the improve-

ment has taken place. Those of you who have

good memories will no doubt recall the condi-

tion of our grounds in late 1942 and early

1943. Even a casual tour through the Ar-

boretum now will impress you with the real

advances that have been made since that time.

Chief among the areas which are now under

reasonably good control, as compared to their

former condition, are the entrances at Madison

Street and Montlake Boulevard, the full length

of Lake Washington Boulevard, all of the

areas abutting the Upper Road, and the prom-

inent sections upon which are located the

Magnoliaceae, Lauraceae, Myrtaceae, Thea-

ceae, Saxifragaceae and Platanaceae.

Rhododendron Glen has been improved im-

measurably. In addition to the excellent job

of planting, replanting and rearranging which

Mr. Otto Holmdahl accomplished with the

Tenney collection and with approximately one

thousand additional specimens, which were

placed along the slope to the west, he also

completely reorganized and planted the rock-

ery beneath the pergola there and cleaned up

and replanted the rock garden section near

the Madison Street entrance. Our staff has

followed up Mr. Holmdahl’s work with much

general cleaning and mulching of the rhodo-

dendron beds and has extended the planting

considerably in the upper reaches of the Glen.

As a result of all this work, and projecting

our thoughts ahead to the coming spring sea-

son, it appears that we are destined to have

the finest possible display of bloom—a dis-

play that will be of great worth to our towns-

people and visitors. Things are definitely look-

ing up in Rhododendron Glen. You should see

the healthy, bud-laden plants there in order

to appreciate fully why we expect so much

this spring.

Azalea Way has been improved, too. Two
thousand, five hundred flowering-sized plants

were placed there during the last planting

season. The beds have been cleaned, weeded,

mulched and watered during the growing sea-

son and we anticipate a fine show of color

there, too. In addition, we have begun to aug-

ment the plantings of azaleas with consider-

able numbers of fine hybrid rhododendrons,

many of which are covered with flower buds,

all set to swell and bloom when active growth

begins again.

Other important areas which are being

worked over and at least partially planted, in-

clude Woodland Garden, the Lilac section,

the Pinetum and the nursery and lathhouses.

Yes, the developments of the past two sea-

sons have been sound and healthy. We have

carried on all of these definite improvements

while, at the same time, we have been able to

maintain most of the prominent tracts in de-

cent condition, and even to extend our main-

tenance program into previously untouched

areas.
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The new schedule of membership classifi-

cations is listed above. This schedule has the

following exceptions:

a. That members of Garden Clubs, affiliated

with the Arboretum and having a membership

of not less than $10.00, shall be entitled to a

$2.00 or Associate membership.

b. That members of Arboretum Units shall

be entitled to a $2.00 or Associate minimum

membership.

c. This schedule applies only to new mem-
berships.

Membership Drive

The Arboretum Foundation membership

drive is now well underway. Following is the

campaign outline:

1

—

Garden Club Contest

2

—

Units

3

—

Civic Organizations

4

—

Horticultural Organizations

5

—

$100.00 memberships

6

—

Business Firms

7

—

Increased Memberships

We invite every Arboretum Foundation

member to participate in this drive. We can

all point with pride to our part in the develop-

ment of this great institution.

i i i

Contest for Garden Clubs

The University of Washington Foundation

Garden Club membership contest which is now
in progress will end April 30, 1945.

The contest is divided into several classifi-

cations according to the size of the club,

making each organization, large or small,

eligible for the prizes. Following are the

rules for the membership contest.

Contest Schedule

Section One

Membership Contest dates are October 1,

1944 to April 30, 1945.

Section Two
All Garden Clubs throughout the state will

be divided into three classifications and prizes

will be awarded to each group.

a. Clubs with less than fifty members.

b. Clubs with fifty to one hundred mem-
bers.

c. Clubs having over one hundred mem-
bers.

Section Three
Prizes will be awarded in the following

manner

:

a. To the Club bringing in the most num-
ber of memberships.

b. To the Club bringing in the largest

amount of membership fees.

c. To every Club bringing in a 100 per

cent membership.

d. To the first Club that brings in a 100

per cent membership.

Special Notice

To keep memberships in the Arbore-

tum Foundation in good standing, dues

should be paid during the month pay-

able. Memberships more than three

months in arrears will be dropped and

the Bulletin will be discontinued.

Arboretum Membership Blank

Active $ 5.00* Contributing 10.00

Supporting 25.00

Sustaining 50.00

Sponsor 100.00

Life 500.00

Endowment 1,000.00

The Arboretum Foundation,

516 Medical Arts Building

Seattle 1, Washington
I hereby apply for membership in

the Arboretum Foundation and remit-

tance for same is enclosed to cover

dues for the next succeeding 12

months.

Name

Address
All memberships are non-assessable.

^Garden Clubs—Affiliated membership $10.00
minimum.
Special rate privileges to members of Af-
filiated Garden Clubs and Arboretum Units.
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IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT

An Arboretum Foundation Membership Gift to your friends entitles them to

THE ARBORETUM BULLETIN

Send in your list today. You will be sent the MEMBERSHIP CARD which you
may personally give to your friends.

(See Membership Blank on opposite page for classifications)

Membership gift is for

Address

(Please Print)

Purchased by

Address

Type of Membership
(See application blank opposite page)

Cash Paid Check Money Order

RETURN TO: The Arboretum Foundation
516 Medical Arts Building
Seattle 1, Washington

Membership gift is for
(Please Print)

Address

Purchased by

Address

Type of Membership
(See application blank opposite page)

Cash Paid Check Money Order

RETURN TO: The Arboretum Foundation
516 Medical Arts Building
Seattle 1, Washington

Membership gift is for

Address

(Please Print)

Purchased by.

Address

Type of Membership
(See application blank opposite page)

Cash Paid Check Money Order

RETURN TO: The Arboretum Foundation
516 Medical Arts Building
Seattle 1, Washington
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Section Four

Suitable prizes will be awarded and con-

sideration has been given to appropriate plant

material for both Eastern and Western Wash-

ington.

The following prizes will be awarded

:

PLANTS Size CONTRIBUTORS

1 Rhododendron Thomsonii 3 '-4' Herbert Ihrig

2 Rhododendron King George 18" Endre Ostbo Nurs.

20 Magnolia (deciduous) 12" Arboretum

20 Magnolia (various deciduous

species) 24" A. P. Fredrickson

3 Solanum pseudocapsicum 18" D. G. Eggerman

2 Viburnum propinquum 2' D. G. Eggerman

1 Ailanthus glandulosa T D. G. Eggerman

3 Neilla sinensis 18"-24" D. G. Eggerman

3 Photinia serrulata 2'-2w D. G. Eggerman

3 Magnolia grandiflora 2' D. G. Eggerman

3 Aucuba japonica 18" D. G. Eggerman

3 Ilex (various) 2'-3' D. G. Eggerman

1 Hypericum Hookeranium 3' D. G. Eggerman

6 Azalea Schlippenbachii 12" Dexter

10 Peonies (outstanding hybrids) H. L. Collier

3 Camellias 12" Bonnell Nursery

10 Daphne Cneorum 8"-18" Bonnell Nursery

1 Camellia 12" Unit No. 2

10 Lilac (Mixed outstanding

hybrids) 3'-4' Roy S. Leighton

Nursery

$10.00 in trade Richmond Bch. Nurs.

8 Calluna Vulgaris (mixed

named varieties) Mrs. T. C. Frye

6 Erica (mixed named varieties) Mrs. T. C. Frye

5 Ilex crenata 12"-15" Hopkins Nursery

10 Erica vagans

Mrs. Maxwell 8"-12" spread L. N. Roberson,

Nursery

5 Chrysanthemum Santa Claus

(low cushion) 10 x 15" L. N. Roberson,

Nursery

10 Calluna vulgaris nana 3" ;< 6" L. N. Roberson,

Nursery

10 Assorted Creeping Phlox low L. N. Roberson,

Nursery

36 Penslemon Malmo Giant

Ruby 1 2"-l 8"

1 Flat Tuberous Begonia Seedlings

Assorted Azalea Seedlings

100 Meconopsis betonicifolia,

Var. Baileyii

Malmo Nursery

Mrs. Philip Macbride

Mrs. J. Swift Baker

Perry Truax

Every Club is urged to bring in a 100 per

cent membership. Members of clubs belong-

ing to an Affiliated Garden Club ($10.00

minimum—see application blank) are entitled

to an Associate membership ($2.00).

Many Arboretum Foundation members are

increasing their memberships to a higher

bracket. Garden Clubs participating in the

contest will be credited for any increase which

they are instrumental in securing (under Sec-

tion 3 B). Memberships secured by members

outside of their Garden Club can credit those

memberships to their club. Remember that

only members of Affiliated Garden Clubs are

entitled to the Associate Membership privi-

lege. Other memberships, $5.00 minimum.

The membership contest is your unparal-

leled opportunity to participate in one of the

outstanding horticultural developments in

America.

i i i

New Memberships

We take pleasure in welcoming those who

have recently joined or who have renewed their

membership in the Arboretum Foundation:

Alderwood Garden Club

Mrs. Norton Clapp
Frank Drake Davison

Judge George Donworth
Mrs. Francis G. Frink

Mrs. Harry W. Gilbert

Otto S. Grunbaum
Mrs. Chas. Hoffman
Mrs. W. C. Parsel

Mrs. E. Pitcher

Robert Y. Pratt

Mrs. Claude E. Scott

Mrs. A. Tope
Mrs. Noble White
E. C. Alt

LeRoy M. Backus

Mrs. William J. Bain

Mrs. S. W. Barker

Mrs. Clara Bowen
Earl A. Brown
Mrs. Alice M. Butler

Mrs. Nellie M. Carman
Mrs. Magnus Crawford
Mrs. Clarence J. Curtis

Mrs. Edwin K. Dawson
Miss Joanna Eckstein

Nathan Eckstein

Mrs. Kenneth M. Elliott

Frank G. Ewing

Col. W. B. Greeley

Mrs. Lyle A. Greenwood
Mrs. Wm. H. Harmer
W. M. Hibbard

Mrs. Wm. Kirby

Mrs. W. Byron Lane

Charles Larrabee

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lawrie

Mrs. D. R. Lobdell

Mrs. Geo. E. Luppold

Mrs. E. J. McWhirter

Mrs. J. Howard Manning
Mrs. Roy H. Nelson

Harold Persons

Mrs. Eleanor S. Peters

Mrs. Otto Rabel

Mrs. A. P. Robinson

Mrs. George Rogge
Mrs. F. A. Sandin

Mrs. E. W. Schoenholz

Schwabacher Bros. & Co., Inc.

Mrs. J. N. Shaw
Mrs. E. E. Siegley

Mrs. A. G. Tutmark

Mrs. W. W. Tutmark

Mrs. Walter B. Van Dusen

Lake Washington Garden
Club, Unit No. 3

Lakewood Garden Club
Vancouveria Garden Club
Mrs. Geo. Gunn, Jr.

Mrs. John Muller

Chester Gibbon
Mrs. Mark R. Colby
Juneau Garden Club
Mrs. Wayne B. Thomas
Mrs. Alice White

Mrs. Paul R. Mowry
Mrs. Emil Olson

Wayne Leever

Mrs. L. G. Murray
Mrs. H. S. Hitchman

Jefferson Park Ladies Im-

provement Club (Garden
Dept.)

Mrs. Walter J. Baxter

Mrs. R. G. Allison

Mrs. O. M. Akers

Mrs. Iver Olsen

Mrs. P. W. Preston

Mrs. J. K. Wilson

Mrs. Chas. S. Sommerville

Mrs. Wm. A. Smith

Mrs. J. C. Beneker

Mrs. J. W. Scudder

Mrs. Francis G. Pratt

Mrs. Edith H. Banghart

Mrs. James W. Falconer

Tacoma Garden Club

It is our special pleasure to welcome an-

other Arboretum Unit, No. 17, from the

West Seattle Garden Club. Mrs. Neil Mac-

Neil was instrumental in organizing this new

group.

Ida Schibig, Membership.
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Among Our Contributors

I
F YOU are a true rhododendron enthusiast

you will need no introduction to Dr. Cle-

ment G. Bowers, for you will already have be-

come acquainted with him through his book,

‘‘Rhododendrons and Azaleas” which is the

American classic in its field. We take

particular pride from the fact that Dr. Bowers

has presented to The Bulletin an excellent

discussion of “Deciduous Azaleas,” a most

timely subject and one from which many
gardeners will glean valuable information. In

view of the upsurge of interest in the decidu-

ous azaleas in the Northwest, particularly in

the Ghent hybrids, the discussion becomes

the more valuable and timely.

i

The name of Dr. E. P. Breakey, entomolo-

gist at the Western Washington Agricultural

Experimental Station, Puyallup, has appeared

from time to time, though too infrequently we

admit, in past issues of The Bulletin. All

of us need more of the information which he

possesses if we are to do an intelligent, effec-

tive job of fighting the insect pests of our

ornamentals. In this issue Dr. Breakey has

discussed the use of dormant sprays for con-

trolling certain of those important insect

enemies in which we lose interest until they

appear in great numbers during the next

growing season. Why not get after them

while they are most vulnerable? And if you

are in the habit of hiring a man to come in

to do the spraying, why not insist that he

come at the right time and use the proper

sprays, as suggested by Dr. Breakey?

i

We have decided to concentrate on rhodo-

dendrons for this issue of The Bulletin.

In keeping with the idea we approached Carl

English, Jr., for a contribution on the dwarf

types which lend themselves so well to rock

gardening and to use as facing material in the

shrub border. We know that, if you are seri-

ously interested in learning about new and

different sorts, as well as new ways of using

old favorites, you will find much of value in

his reprinted article.

i

The Christmas season would not be com-

plete without some show of life and color and

harmony from the beautiful combination of

plant materials that are ready at hand to peo-

ple in all parts of our country. However, in

consideration of the richness and great variety

of such materials that can be had for the

taking in the Puget Sound country, those of

us who dwell here must recognize our partic-

ular good fortune. For some up-to-the-

minute combinations we commend to you the

article by Mrs. Mabel Feely, who gives

excellent accounts of a very wide range of

decorative possibilities.

i

We thoroughly enjoy presenting authori-

tative information that is of interest to all

gardeners, and we take particular delight

when such information has some special value

to our many friends in Central and Eastern

Washington.

All of us have known what fine conditions

exist in Western Washington for the culture

of rhododendrons. But now look what is

developing. Mr. Ray L. Gardner says you

can grow them around Yakima, too. If you

are a skeptic, read for yourself his lively

article “So You Can’t Grow Rhododendrons.”

You all know how it is when you begin

buying plants for landscaping your home.

You just cannot keep the list small enough to

fit the property, and after a few years you

regret it. That is just one of the many mis-

takes a gardener can make in beautifying

the home grounds. For a most interesting

account of that one and many more don’t fail

to read Mr. Otto Holmdahl’s article on

“Things to Avoid in Landscaping.”

Incidentally, if you have even a small ac-

quaintance with the author we will wager that

you will many times see his face looking at

you through the print of the pages.

i

Herbert G. Ihrig is just another phrase for

“Rhododendrons” and again he comes up

with one of his usual, fine discussions from

his “Observations.”

i

Our readers east of the Cascades have a

double treat in this issue. Mr. Ray L. Gard-
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ner tells about how to grow rhododendrons

over there—we have mentioned that. Now,
Mr. R. C. Palmer, superintendent at the

Dominion Experimental Station, Summerland,

B. C., discusses “Gardening in the Okan-

agan.”' We have written previously and brief-

ly about Mr. Palmer—about how he has

created such a fine garden on the experiment

station grounds—and about the high regard

in which he is held by horticulturists in both

Canada and the United States. It is certainly

a pleasure to hear from him again.

In case you are interested, that was his

sister who wrote the dandy article on lilies

in our last issue.

i i i

The Bulletin has, from time to time,

published descriptive information on cer-

tain rhododendron species which have flowered

in the Puget Sound area. At no time, however,

have we attempted to build a complete compil-

ation along those lines. On page thirty is rep-

resented a first attempt at bringing together,

in a brief way, certain information which will

be valuable to all interested gardeners and

which will give some indication of the extent

of rhododendron culture in the Northwest.

The notes, compiled from reports of individual

gardeners as well as from observations made

in the plantings at the Arboretum, serve also

to emphasize the truly large numbers of spe-

cies which have already been grown to flower-

ing size here. As time goes on we expect both

to lengthen the list considerably as well as to

augment the discussions of the individual spe-

cies. Meanwhile, the presentation of informa-

tion on flower color and blooming time should

enable the gardener to make wiser choices

when selecting rhododendrons for planting

around the home.

The tabulation could not have been

drawn had it not been for the help that came

to us from a number of growers. Herbert G.

Ihrig, who did the bulk of the compilation, had

the help of Else M. Frye, A. P. Fredrickson,

Carl English, Jr., Endre Ostbo, Donald G.

Eggerman, Halfdan Lem, E. L. Reber, Mrs.

O. B. Thorgrimson and Mrs. Don Palmer. To

all of them we express our thanks.

We Are Loathe to Change

I
N EARLIER days Andromeda was a very

large genus and included the genera now
known as Cassandra, Phyllodoce, Enkianthus

,

Cassiope, Zenobia, Pieris, Lyonia, Chamae-

daphne, Oxydendrum, Leucothoe and Andro-

meda itself.

Some of these genera are little known in

cultivation in the Northwest but Pieris is,

Andromeda is coming to be, and the others

will soon be on the way for they are most

useful in various garden ways—for foliage

size, autumn color and so on.

In the genus Pieris there are about ten

species—they are distributed in North Ameri-

ca and Asia. They should all be valued in

our gardens for their general floriferousness

and most of them for their beautiful foliage.

The one we know best is Pieris japonica. This

beautiful shrub can grow quite beyond our

expectations—it will in time achieve nine to

ten feet. The leaves are leathery, glossy and

toothed, about three inches long, tapering

at both ends, and when young often show

lovely colors ranging from saffron to coppery-

rose or coppery-crimson. The flower trusses

are made up of long pendulous racemes, the

individual flower urn-shaped and waxy white.

It is easily propagated by seeds and cuttings.

The genus Andromeda is quite different

—

none of the species exceeds twenty inches.

Various species are found in North America,

Asia and Europe and all of them are good.

The branches are wiry; the leaves are very

narrow and the margins revolute. The foliage

is more or less pewter-gray with pinkish tones,

and covered with a bloom. The bell-shaped

flowers vary from pale pink to rosy pink and

dangle from rosy stems. The plants prefer

an acid soil and demand moisture in the

growing season. They are easily struck from

cuttings.

Why can’t we learn to call “Pieris” by its

rightful name and not by the name “Andro-

meda” which we all know belongs to an en-

tirely different plant?

Else M. Frye.
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Winter Decorations
Mabel Feely

WE ARE particularly fortunate in the

Northwest for here there is such an

abundance of evergreen material for our

winter bouquets. In the fall we are always

loathe to see the summer flowers go, but

the changing season brings a great variety of

beautiful decorative material as compensation.

A list of greens for winter decorations

reads almost like a nursery catalogue. There

are many kinds of broad-leaved evergreens

as well as the coniferous varieties. Branches

of Magnolia grandiflora are always beautiful

whether used green or dry. In winter use

them either alone or accented with red ber-

ries. Both the leaves and blossoms will dry

to a beautiful brown color, and may be

used together or with clusters of dark brown

chestnuts (shellacked to keep their dark

brown color).

Then there is madrona with its own grace-

fully grouped berries. You are sure to be

delighted with a few branches of Daphne

odora in a white container, to emphasize the

border of the leaves, and accented with snow-

berries or skimmia berries or, perhaps, those

bright red hawthorn fruits—the ones that

grow in clusters.

Also, try aucuba foliage with its green or

red berries massed much as }mu might use

fruit. Its berries are equally attractive

whether at the green or red stage.

Abelia grandiflora, with its bronzy foliage,

is enhanced by a copper container and may

be used with a few late chrysanthemums.

Fruit adds variety to decorations, seeming

especially suited to our dining rooms, although

it need by no means be confined there. It

may add a richness to flower arrangements,

as for example, red grapes with wine-colored

chrysanthemums. Small containers may be

hidden under the fruit to keep the flowers

fresh, or sometimes a piece of wire-netting

may cover the container to keep the fruit

out of the water and allow the flowers to

remain fresh. Black, green or white grapes

in a silver bowl, basket or compote, may be

combined with a few flowers. Try using

lemons with some of the broad-leaved ever-

greens, especially those which have a yellow

cast, on a yellow plate, and it will make a

bright spot in the room on the dreariest win-

ter day. Shiny red apples are attractive

whether combined with other fruit or with

evergreens in containers of either contrasting

or harmonizing colors. Baskets are also

suitable containers for fruit. If you wish to

dramatize the apples a bit arrange them on

a white or cream plate on either side of a fan

of yucca leaves or some similar foliage. A
combination of a few brown branches, large

brown leaves, yellow apples and dark brown

nuts in either a yellow or brown container

breathes the spirit of fall.

Our list of berries is long and they may
be used in many ways, from sparse line ar-

rangements through many degrees of massed

material. A few silvered, or green, bare

branches with skimmia berries in a clear glass

container are effective.

Use a single branch of Cotoneaster Henry-

ana with rocks for a naturalistic effect, or

use a few branches of larch with cones, either

alone or with a spray of pine. Later, be sure

not to miss the buds on the larch when they

develop into tiny green balls.

Fans of Cotoneaster horizontalis make a

simple and effective arrangement, and are

often a nice background for a figurine. A
lovely piece of driftwood may be used with

a pine branch, bare branches, or evergreen

branches, or it may be varied with a small

amount of growing material, after the fashion

of dish gardens which, by the way, are very

welcome variations in our winter decorations.

These both may be augmented with birds or

other figurines.

Consider, too, the possibilities of the treas-

ure chest idea, filled with greens and berries,

or mixed greens with cones. Pine branches

with cones of various kinds seem to bring

the woods indoors. Rosemary and lavender

can be charming, used with either red or blue

berries. Mahonia may be combined with

needle greens.
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Some of the large rose hips make stunning

arrangements with other dried material or

used as small fruit, while the smaller red

ones may be used after the fashion of other

small red berries. Sprays of Euonymus,

with its pink berries, in a contrasting blue

bowl, make a satisfying arrangement. The

long sprays are graceful and artistic. The

strong color of the pyracantha makes a nice

splash of color in a dark room, and is pleasing

if used with a relatively large quantity of

dark green material—evergreens, either coni-

ferous or broad-leaved.

Holly seems to be especially suitable for

the Christmas season. While it is rather

difficult to work with, it is attractive when

used very simply in sprays arranged around

red or white candies. Or one might simulate

a tree, made with the variegated holly, in one

of the silver, ball-like containers.

A compote-shaped container with holly,

the berries massed in the center, makes a

centerpiece with a holiday feeling. For the

dining table, make a wreath of holly on an

evergreen pad with candles in the center.

This same idea may be carried out with other

evergreens or with mixed greens. The golden

evergreens make charming arrangements with

small yellow apples or with lemons, limes or

gilded cones.

The dark rose pernettya berries are charm-

ing when used with some of the gray-green

evergreens such as Chamecypans plumosa.

English ivy with its own black berries is

easily obtainable and lasts well in our heated

houses. It is attractive, too, when combined

with mistletoe and white candles at Christmas

time. Or, try frosting, very slightly, the

edges of the ivy leaves.

Our lovely Christmas rose (Helleborus

niger) which blooms for the Christmas sea-

son, is especially beautiful when combined

with figures of the Madonna. It may be used

either alone or with any other small, pastel

flowers that may be blooming in the garden

at the same time, or with evergreen foliage.

This thought calls to mind the Lenten rose

which is most attractive when used with a

few of the greenish-brown berries of Andro-

meda, and later, with a few Wanda primroses.

Don’t miss the lovely chartreuse green of

Helleborus corsicus. In a green container

with some dark green Scotch broom to give

height and line, you will, no doubt, achieve

a striking monochromatic effect. At Christ-

mas time we may still have, too, the autumn

cherry (Primus autumnalis

)

whose dainty

flowers seem almost unreal when the weather

is often the dreariest. A few sprays of it

always make a delicate and interesting ar-

rangement, either for a naturalistic effect, or

when used with other small flowers like a

nosegay. With a figure of the Madonna, it

gives a feeling that is delicate and fragile.

Nothing is more chaste with the Madonna

than the winter blooming camellias.

I feel that nothing is more beautiful than

our greens and berries and natural-colored

cones, but there are, nevertheless, charming

and dramatic effects to be had, especially at

the holiday season, with frosted greens and

cones, and even with those painted gold or

silver.

There is a great abundance of material

that may be dried; some of it may be painted

or dyed to carry the special color scheme

you wish to achieve. There are many grasses,

seed pods and even leaves that may be dried

—not to overlook a large variety of cones

ranging from the tiny ones on some of the

ornamental evergreens and those on the alder

trees, through many varying sizes to those

of the sugar pine which, although not native

here, are usually available.

Laurestinus (Viburnum Tinus), is so wel-

come, blooming as it does almost all winter.

Emphasize its tiny red buds with a red con-

tainer. When the buds have bloomed out, a

white container may enhance it the more.

When you have it with both buds and blos-

soms, try a contrasting turquoise bowl.

The winter-blooming jasmine seems to fore-

tell the coming of spring, though it often

begins to flower at Christmas time. For-

sythia, Prunus Pissardii, and flowering quince

may be forced for dainty and springlike ef-

fects; but with these, spring is here and we

have no longer any need for winter bouquets.
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Things to Avoid in Landscaping the Home Grounds
Otto E. Holmdahl, L. A.

WHILE in general we profit by our

mistakes, the ones we make in our

gardens are sometimes too costly to remedy.

Often they do not show up for years after the

trees and shrubs have matured, and we lose

valuable time. It is, therefore, very neces-

sary that we do not plant helter-skelter with

the idea that later we can do it over correctly.

I realize of course that no garden is perfect,

but in the case of the small garden especially,

the same mistakes very often occur, and by

laying down a few rules of what not to do it

may be possible to eliminate some of the

most common errors.

These mistakes fall into two categories:

those that violate plain common sense and

those that merely break the laws of the art

of landscape architecture and good taste.

In discussing some of those of the first

category, let’s begin at the very foundation.

The first thing the owner does when building

his home is to have a bulldozer spread the

subsoil from the basement excavation all over

the original topsoil, often creating an unsightly

hump around the building, to take care of

the surplus dirt. Later on the trees and

shrubs are planted in this unfit subsoil and a

so-called lawn is made, perhaps by adding

a few bales of peat.

What happens afterward is nearly always

the same. Much of the plant material never

recovers after transplanting, the rest does

net grow properly until the root system pene-

trates into the real soil below, and the gar-

dener forever after is putting cinders, sand,

peat or manure in the beds in order to be

able to grow things and to work up the soil.

The slugs thrive and multiply in spite of the

most persistent baiting.

The proper way, of course, is to strip the

topsoil from the building site and other places

where regrading is necessary and to pile it to

one side for future disposal, and then to use

the dirt from the basement excavation where

filling is needed for the proper grades and for

backfill around the walls of the house. In

many cases the beautification of the lot

would be better served by hauling away all

the subsoil. After sub-grades are established

the topsoil should be spread to an even

depth of 4 to 6 inches for the lawn areas

and at least 18 inches for trees, shrubbery

and flower beds.

All beds and also all holes for individual

trees dug in clay or hardpan must of course

be well drained if good results are to be ex-

pected. But how often is this done, even if a

landscape gardener or nurseryman does the

job?

Very often when a house is built on a hill-

side the grade on the upper side has a decided

slant toward the house and the planting next

to the wall is very wet and sloppy from the

winter rains, and in the summer from the

sprinkling. Few plants thrive under these

conditions. It should be a fundamental rule

that all grades must slope away slightly from

the foundation of the house for a distance of

at least 8 to 10 feet. This slope need not be

more than from 2 to 4 inches and is not notice-

able. The balance of the grade must be

such that it always gives the surface water

an easy chance to drain away.

Avoid plants that are difficult to move

because it is often quite necessary to trans-

plant shrubs or trees that have grown rather

large for the place, where at first they were

just the thing. Many plants take 2 to 3

years to recover even when moved from the

nursery and if transplanted after they have

matured and established themselves, they may
never make a satisfactory growth. In this

category are holly, Pyracantha, Daphne odora,

Viburnum Tinus, most conifers, especially

junipers, and nearly all deciduous trees. It is

therefore a good policy to place such plants

only when you know they are in permanent

locations.

Do not use large-growing conifers and

shrubs near the house if they are not sus-

ceptible to pruning as they nearly always, in

a short time, cover over the windows and
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interfere with walks and steps. The only

conifers that prune well are the pines but it

takes an artistic eye and clear vision to ac-

complish good results.

As for pruning, do not wait several years

and then start with a great show of energy

and cut your trees and shrubs all to pieces.

Good pruning should start the first year after

planting and should be done not only when

the plant is dormant but also during the

growing season. Bear in mind that the

plant should enhance the beauty of the garden

for years to come. This cannot be accom-

plished if it is allowed to run wild at first

and then suddenly be shorn of its natural

beauty by being reduced to a few straggling

branches, or the other way round to a solid

ball or some other atrocity generally in the

shape of an egg or a mushroom. One must

prune for form, for flowers and in some

cases for fruit. A great deal of thought

and care also should be given to the training

of vines and espaliered trees and shrubs to

get the ideal effect.

Many people seem to think that every so

often things should be “trimmed.” I dare say

that more gardens have been ruined by this

senseless desire for trimming than from any

other one source. Do not let the average

handyman get hold of a pair of pruning

shears; it spells disaster. And never, never

buy a pair of hedge shears, not even if you

have a laurel hedge. A far better job can

be done with ordinary pruning shears. You

won’t have mutilated leaves to contend with

and your hedge will have a far more attrac-

tive, and less stiff, appearance.

I would not use many shrubs that have a

fountain-like shape in a small garden. They

take up too much room and it is nearly im-

possible to prune them successfully without

impairing their flowering. It is very hard to

grow other shrubs near them as their over-

hanging branches give too much shade. These

include Spiraea Vanhouttei, Cotoneaster ru-

gosa, Buddleia, Berberis stenophylla, etc.

Do not plant sun-loving plants, such as

Cistus, Cytisus, Genista, Ceanothus, Azalea

mollis, etc.., in the shady part of the garden.

Or, vice versa, shade-loving ones such as

Aucuba, Skimmia, Azara, Azalea Schlippen-

bachii, to mention a few, in hot, dry locations.

The majority of plants, however, thrive in

almost any location but they will nearly al-

ways bloom better with a fair amount of sun-

light. The beauty of your garden will more

than repay you for the extra effort made in

learning something about the requirements

and habits of the different plants.

Why do amateur gardeners and, for that

matter some professionals too, construct con-

crete pools, shaped like washbowls or bath-

tubs, hanging precariously on slopes and hill-

sides? Sometimes jagged rocks protrude like

enormous teeth along the concrete lip of the

edges. Remember that pools and streams in

nature only occur in depressions and the

naturalistic pool is of course a miniature imi-

tation of nature. This means that no con-

crete edge should be visible, least of all one

with split granite boulders as an ornament.

The meandering little stream should flow in

a tiny canyon or valley. Its waterfalls should

fall over a rock in a crevice and not be carried

out to the very edge of a rock protruding hori-

zontally 3 or 4 feet outside the rockwall or

slope.

There should be a law against rockeries,

but rockwalls and rock gardens are useful

and often beautiful additions to the garden if

they belong. They should serve a practical

purpose in holding desired grades and slopes.

In addition they should be constructed in

such a way, and of such material, that suit-

able plants will thrive and be at home here.

Earth mounds with assorted rocks peaking out

of the soil should not be tolerated in any

garden. If you have an urge to grow rock

plants and your garden is level, why not grow

them in a meadow, as a foreground for some

dwarfish part of the border of shrubs? Pro-

vide good drainage and a suitable soil mixture

and a most attractive and individual garden

can be created. You may introduce a few

old roots and partly decayed tree trunks, per-

haps a rock or two to slightly vary your

grades.

Never use higher risers than 6 inches and

treads of less than 14 inches in your garden

steps. They are far more beautiful and are
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much safer. Wind the stairs and the paths

in such a way that you produce enough length

to get up with this kind of an easy step. Let

the steps be detached, with moss or low creep-

ers between them. And let them disappear

into the ground so as to give the feeling that

you are walking up a small valley instead of

climbing a hill.

Eliminate the all too common snake-like

curves of planting beds. One or two curves

in a small place are certainly ample if the

topography calls for curves. On a fairly level

lot straight lines for the planting beds parallel

with the property lines not only give a feeling

of spaciousness but actually give more room.

They are also easier to maintain.

Perhaps I should make it clear that in the

second category of things to avoid we find

many that to the average gardener really do

not matter before he or she has studied some-

thing of art in general. However, some of

the things we should not do in a garden are

done very often by professional gardeners

who should know better.

Many times we place too much emphasis

on a perfect balance and put the same identi-

cal plants at each corner of the house or on

both sides of the entrance. While this may be

defensible where the house is perfectly bal-

anced and the garden is strictly formal, it is

certainly not good taste where the house is a

rambling, informal structure, a cottage or a

bungalow. The practice of planting tall

formal trees at the corners of the house and in

the corners of the property should by all

means be avoided as it calls too much atten-

tion to these very corners which, on the con-

trary, should be softened and blended into

the general surroundings. Balance we must

have but we can produce this in subtle ways,

such as a heavy broad-leaved shrub on one

side of the entrance and a small slender tree

near, not at, the corner of the house on the

other side; or an ornamental shade tree with

an interesting silhouette overhanging the en-

trance of the house and another somewhat

larger tree planted just around the opposite

corner.

Do not forget that scale in any garden is

very important. Consider the size of your

garden when selecting nursery stock. A clus-

ter of fir trees does not look as big in a park

as on a city lot.

Avoid too much variety in the form and

texture of your general planting scheme. If

you use plants of dissimilar form they as a

rule should have similar texture and vice

versa.

Don’t plant moonlight broom next to ma-

drona or rhododendron, or Lombardy poplar

with crabapple, or Irish juniper or Irish yew

besides Cotoneaster horizontalis. Likewise

avoid planting shrubs or trees with broad

leaves next to those with small or feathery

foliage. This holds true among perennial

plants also, as for instance, it is not wise to

plant tuberous begonias next to iris, or zinnias

with annual phlox.

Do not try to include in your garden the

greatest number of different species or varie-

ties, or the same number of each kind. A
certain amount of repetition is always good

and tends to give a feeling of harmony and

satisfaction. On the contrary too much repe-

tition produces a sense of monotony and wear-

iness.

The trees and other ornamental features in

your neighborhood that are plainly visible

from your garden are as vital a part of the

whole picture as the garden itself and should

be so considered in the landscape design. Let’s

not forget that no matter how lovely the de-

tails, if the composition as a whole is poor,

it cannot be a beautiful garden.

i i i

Arboretum Yellow Iris

Realizing the value of the “Arboretum Yel-

low Iris” someone stole a large quantity from

the garage where Mr. P. B. Truax keeps his

car. There is now a definate shortage of this

spectacular flower and anyone wishing to

secure it will have to act promptly.

Mr. Truax, a member of the Arboretum

Foundation Board, has offered rhizomes of

this Iris to new Foundation memberships of

$10.00 or more, or to those raising their

memberships to $10.00 or more. This is your

chance not only to secure this fine flower but

to support the Arboretum also.
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Gardening in the Okanagan* Valley
R. C. Palmer

ARDENERS all! This article comes

to you from the sunny Okanagan. Think

of a climate characterized by low rainfall,

less than ten inches a year in the south end

of the valley, and only slightly more in the

north. Winter temperatures usually drop a

few degrees below zero. Summer heat often

reaches 100 degrees in the shade. There is

plenty of sunshine, and rather more wind

than is desirable. The native vegetation con-

sists largely of pine trees, bunch grass, sage

brush and cacti.

Picture to yourself a long narrow valley

lying between sparsely wooded mountains.

In the valley there is a beautiful lake some

seventy miles long with an average width of

about three miles. Along the margins of the

lake there are silt cliffs, sometimes one

hundred feet high. At the crests of these

cliffs there are benches of fertile soil which

was originally laid down under the waters of

the lake in a bygone age. Here and there,

through breaks in the cliffs, streams flow into

the present lake, creating deltas. On these

benches and deltas there are thriving com-

munities every resident of which is a potential

gardener.

Let us in imagination visit some of these

Okanagan gardeners from month to month,

and question them concerning their successes

and their failures, their joys and their sorrows.

It is early spring and there are still patches

of snow on the nearby hills. Yet a Summer-

land gardener is already busy in her rockery.

As you look about, you notice that the

rockery has a natural setting, the rocks being

used to support banks and terraces, separated

by strips of grass which remind you of alpine

meadows. The lady gardener is small in stat-

ure but a giant in energy and enthusiasm. The

tiny plants which she tends so lovingly are

like children to her. She points with maternal

affection to a clump of mission bells, (Fritil-

laria pudica), which she collected from the

According to the author, this is the preferred
spelling in Canada.—Ed.

wild. Over to the right is a thriving plant

of native bearberry, (Arctostaphylos Uva-

ursi), and on the left a lovely blue-grey creep-

ing form of Juniperus scopulorum which, the

lady states, a friend in Windermere sent her

last spring. This juniper is excellent for

planting in rockeries or for covering unsightly

banks. The berries take two years to mature,

with the result that one-, two- and three-year-

old fruits are sometimes found on a plant at

the same time. Sprigs of this juniper when

brought into the house in autumn make very

attractive bouquets.

But time passes on. It is now May and

the bearded iris is in bloom. A weather-

beaten man, getting on in years, takes us

through his garden. There are dozens of

varieties, each one more lovely than the last.

He explains that the cultivation of iris is a

hobby with him. He likes them because

they require no attention during July and

August when he is too busy in his orchard to

work in the garden. One thorough watering

just before they bloom and the iris will look

after themselves for the rest of the summer.

Behind the iris is a hedge of Spiraea Vanhout-

tei, its graceful branches weighed down with

bloom as though a snow storm had recently

passed this way. In a corner by the house is

a lily pool. The lilies are not yet in bloom

but on the margins of the pool there are state-

ly Japanese irises, carrying clear blue flowers

of exquisite form. Between the iris are

clumps of golden trollius.

On to June, the month of roses. Okanagan

winters are sometimes a little severe on the

rose garden, but a youthful rose grower tells

us with enthusiasm that he seldom loses a

plant. His method is to feed his roses gen-

erously with well-rotted manure and dried

blood in the spring, but to starve them some-

what for food and water towards the end of

the growing season. So long as the wood is

well-ripened by autumn, even the more tender

hybrid teas usually survive. He states that

roses are comparatively easy to grow in the
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Okanagan as it is seldom necessary to spray

them for fungus diseases.

The herbaceous peony thrives in many
Okanagan gardens, in fact, so much so that

some growers make a business of shipping

blooms to the prairie provinces. Picked in

the bud stage, set over-night in deep tubs of

water, and then sealed by dipping the base of

the stems in melted wax, peonies have been

shipped in good condition as far as New
Zealand.

With the advent of July, we inspect a mag-

nificent perennial border. It is a good twelve

feet in width, with shrubs at the back

—

Tam-

arix pentandra with graceful sprays of pink

bloom, Exochorda racemosa with the new

growth soft green in color, Cotinus coggy-

gria var. purpureus exhibiting a beautiful

purplish sheen as the setting sun shines

through it. In the border, a wealth of color

for here are yellow calliopsis, scarlet poppies,

pink sweet Williams, blue delphinium, red

heuchera, purple campanula, white Shasta

daisies and hollyhocks of many hues. The

gardener explains that hollyhocks are easy to

grow in the Okanagan because the dreaded

rust does not thrive in the dry air. You just

let a few hollyhocks go to seed and hoe out the

seedlings you don’t want!

The creator of this border, an energetic

Yorkshireman, reminds us that it is necessary

to feed the perennial border well, as Okanagan

soils are naturally deficient in organic matter

and nitrogen. Annual applications of well-

rotted barnyard manure have very beneficial

effects. Peat mull can also be used to good

advantage as it improves the physical texture

and moisture holding capacity of the soil.

It is usually necessary to supply nitrogen.

This can be economically applied in the form

of dried blood or as sulphate of ammonia.

In applying fertilizers it is important that

they be used in moderation and spread uni-

formly over the soil. It is an excellent plan to

mix fertilizers with a goodly volume of soil

before applying. Five pounds of dried blood

and five pounds of sulphate of ammonia mixed

with a barrowful of earth makes a satisfactory

dressing for a garden a thousand square feet

in area.

July is also the month of lilies, many of

which are well adapted to Okanagan condi-

tions. In fact Lilium regale practically goes

wild. The same is true of Lilium Davidi,

which seeds quite freely. One lily enthusiast

has a bed of over a thousand Regal lilies,

with purple-leaved crabapples as a back-

ground. He draws attention to the fact that

petunias are planted among the lilies and

explains that these provide a show of bloom

after the lilies have bloomed out and also

protect the bulbs from the scorching heat of

August. Nearby there are clumps of scarlet

Lilium concolor and Lilium pumilum set

among Juniperus Sabina and Pinus mughus.

When asked how he secured such a large

number of lilies, this gardener replies that he

raises them from seed. He states that he has

secured excellent results by seeding early in

the spring in trenches about six inches wide

and an inch deep, covering the seed with a

quarter inch of soil, followed by sufficient

peat to fill the trench. He remarks that some

species take two years to germinate but he

has had few complete failures.

August is usually a hot month in the Okan-

agan, but there is one group of plants which

revel in the heat, the so-called “succulents”

such as cacti and Echeveria. These desert

plants are truly happy on a south bank ex-

posed to full sun. Cacti enthusiasts are

now almost as numerous as stamp collectors.

They agree that the important thing in grow-

ing cacti is to avoid overwatering.

September is the month of annuals, of

gladioli, and of dahlias. Annuals such as

phacelia, petunia, stocks and asters are well

adapted to Okanagan conditions. In fact,

these flowers often make a better show in the

Okanagan than they do in more humid

areas. The long hours of sunshine tend to

make them dwarf in habit and encourage a

large amount of bloom in proportion to leaf

area. Gladioli grow so readily that several

gardeners now produce corms in commercial

quantity. One grower ships them east by the

carload, but he confesses that his real joy

is in growing seedlings from hand-pollenized

crosses. Dahlias do well when protected from

the wind, especially the miniatures, such as
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Baby Royal and Bishop of Llandaff, which

are really much more beautiful than the very

large varieties.

Geraniums are also at their best in Sep-

tember. Some gardeners consider this flower

rather common. However, when properly

grown, geraniums produce a wealth of bloom

over a very long season. One of the most

successful Okanagan gardeners starts new

plants each autumn. He uses pots made from

peat, clay and manure, which enable him to

set the plants in the beds, pots and all, early

in May. This procedure avoids any check

from transplanting and ensures a continuous

supply of bloom until frost.

In October, the hardy chrysanthemums

come into their own. Under Okanagan con-

ditions, some of the earliest varieties, such

as Sanctity, begin flowering in July. A chry-

santhemum grower tells us that a generous

dressing of well-rotted barnyard manure and

a sprinkling of blood and bone thoroughly in-

corporated with the soil before planting time

is the basis of his success. With most vari-

eties he secures best results by starting indi-

vidual cuttings each spring. Those gardeners

who like work may start their cuttings in the

greenhouse. However, he merely leaves the

old plants in the garden over winter. By
May they have sent out a number of new

shoots, at the base of which a few small roots

have developed. These new shoots are cut

off and set in their permanent positions in the

garden about eighteen inches apart, making

sure that the soil is pressed firmly about them.

Comes November, and the north wind, but

there is still color in Okanagan gardens, for

there are wise people who specialize in ever-

greens. There are Juniperus chinensis var.

Pjitzeriana and Juniperus Sabina var. tamar-

iscifolia in the foundation plantings and

hedges of Thuja occidentalis (often errone-

ously called cedar). Specimen trees of Picea

pungens var. Kosteriana and Abies concolor,

make a striking contrast with the dark green

of the native Pinus ponderosa. There are gay

splashes of color made by the red cedar,

Cornus stolonifera, and its golden stemmed

variety jlaviramea. The delicate tracery of

the twigs of the cut-leaved weeping birch.

Betula pendula var. gracilis, is as beautiful

in winter as is the foliage in summer.

Truly the Okanagan Valley is a paradise

for gardeners who have energy, enthusiasm,

and a desire to enjoy the best that life can

give.

i i i

Note on Kalmiopsis Leachiana

(Excerpt from a letter to Mr. E. L. Reber.)

“We too have had complaints regarding

Kalmiopsis leachiana. We have had our losses

in growing them here, and all I can say is

that they are like the little girl with her

curls; when she was good, etc. Well, Kalmi-

opsis will grow like a weed, or it will not grow

at all. I do know this much about it; it must

have moisture at the roots during summer, al-

though plants in the mountains seem to grow

in soil almost dusty dry. But the stones,

etc., around the roots keep them cool and

moist. Then it must have perfect drainage,

in summer as well as in winter. And while it

grows in practically full sun in its native

habitat, you must remember that the nights

are always cool and foggy, with rains almost

daily, (very light showers, sometimes), and

hence I think it should have a little light

shade during the hottest part of summer, as

well as an occasional wetting of the foliage. I

have had plants grow nicely in a rather heavy,

clayey soil, (top soil, peaty and gravelly, to

allow water to get below the soil level)

and then lose them when planted in wood-

land soil. They are a problem and if I

did not know that they could be grown here

in the Northwest, I would give up trying.

They grow them well in England. I think I

had some of our soil too sandy, allowing the

roots to become dry. More peat or leaf mold,

with fine gravel or crushed rock screenings,

seems to work better. Our plants suffered

severely last winter from windburn. But we

lost all the tops of helianthemums, daboecias,

hellebores, wallflowers, etc. Would also sug-

gest that they be planted firmly. Perhaps

placing flat rocks around the plants, not too

close to the stem, would be a help.”

Fred Borsch,

Maplewood, Oregon.
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Dormant Spraying for Protection of Our Trees and Shrubs
E. P. Breakey

T HE dormant or winter application of

sprays is doubtless one of the most effec-

tive approaches to the control of certain

troublesome insect pests and plant diseases

which attack our trees and shrubs. In prac-

tice, these dormant sprays are usually divided

into two classes; dormant and delayed dor-

mant. It is generally known that the trees

and shrubs in a dormant or resting stage will

tolerate stronger sprays than they will when

growing actively. This enables us to use

stronger preparations against some of the

insect pests which would otherwise prove dif-

ficult to control. There are exceptions, how-

ever, and those of us who live in Western

Washington should be reminded that trees

like the holly are really never dormant in

the sense that a deciduous tree becomes dor-

mant. This fact must be taken into account

when spraying these trees and adjustments

made accordingly.

Perhaps the most widely used dormant

spray is lime-sulphur. Mineral oil, Bordeaux

mixture, nicotine, and various combinations

of these are also used. Lime-sulphur is the

one general spray that may be applied to all

fruit trees during dormancy. It is a general

clean-up spray for the moss, lichens, algae,

scale insects and plant diseases which are

almost universally found. However, if scale

insects are the main problem, a dormant

strength oil spray should be used in prefer-

ence to the lime-sulphur. The dormant

strength lime-sulphur spray usually contains

one gallon of 32 degree Baume liquid lime-

sulphur to each 10 gallons of spray. Another

general spray which can be applied to all

ornamental stock in the spring before growth

begins is prepared by adding two gallons of

oil emulsion and one pint of nicotine sulphate,

40 per cent, to each 100 gallons. To those

interested in smaller amounts of the spray,

this means about one 8-ounce cupful of the

emulsion and one tablespoon ful of the nicotine

sulphate solution with water to make three

gallons. This spray is designed to destroy

scale insects, the eggs of leaf rollers, and the

eggs of mites and aphids. Note that this

latter spray is an insecticide while the former,

lime-sulphur, is both an insecticide and a

fungicide.

With these general considerations in mind,

let us turn our attention to the control of

certain specific pests which are familiar to

most of us. Scale insects can be controlled

most effectively by the use of dormant sprays.

Prominent in this group are the Lecanium,

San Jose, Juniper, Oyster shell, and Scurfy

scales. The oil-nicotine spray mentioned

above can be used effectively against all these

insects. This spray, you will recall, is a 2 per

cent oil spray that has been fortified with

nicotine sulphate 40 per cent at the rate of one

pint to each 100 gallons. If oil alone is used,

then the oil emulsion should be increased to

3 per cent. In small quantities this amounts

to approximately one and one-half cups of

oil emulsion to three gallons of spray. The

dormant strength lime-sulphur spray is also

effective. If a lime-sulphur spray is used,

avoid getting it on painted woodwork, stucco,

or stone walls, for it will stain and discolor

such surfaces. These sprays are most effective

when applied late in the winter just before

growth starts. This is apparently due to

the fact that the insects become active as soon

as growth accelerates and are more easily

killed by the sprays at that time.

Red spiders or spider mites are another

group of pests which can often be controlled

by the application of a dormant spray. Many
of these pests over-winter as eggs which

have been deposited along the twigs, about

the buds, and in old leaf scars. The oil

sprays are apparently more effective in con-

trolling these pests than is the lime-sulphur

spray.

The Eriophyid mites include some of our

most troublesome pests, the pear leaf blister

mite, the blackberry mite, and the walnut

leaf blister mite. All of them are most

effectively controlled by the application of a
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dormant strength lime-sulphur spray. This

spray should be applied late in the winter

just as the bud scales start to part. In the

case of the blackberry mite, the dormant

strength lime-sulphur spray should be fol-

lowed by a second spray. This second spray

should be made up to contain two and one-

half to three gallons of liquid lime-sulphur to

each 100 gallons of spray, and should be ap-

plied when the fruiting arms are about one

foot long and before any blossoms have

opened.

Note that while lime-sulphur sprays are

apparently most effective in controlling the

Eriophyid mites, oil sprays are more effective

in controlling the red spiders or spider mites.

In recent years there has been a growing ten-

dency to combine the two. Such a combina-

tion would be prepared so as to contain four

gallons of liquid lime-sulphur and one gallon

of dormant oil emulsion to each 100 gallons of

spray. In smaller amounts, this would be

approximately one pint of lime-sulphur and

one cup of the oil emulsion with water added

to make three gallons. Such a combination is

apparently entirely safe and has given excel-

lent results. It has the added advantage of

resisting the washing action of the frequent

rains which fall during the time when the

protective properties of the spray are needed.

The holly bud moth overwinters as an

orange colored egg which is found on the

leaves and twigs of the holly tree. The eggs

begin hatching early in March and we have

found that the pest can be effectively con-

trolled by the application of an oil nicotine

spray at this time. You are reminded that

the holly tree can never be considered dor-

mant in the sense that an apple tree becomes

dormant. Experience teaches us that we

must use a summer oil emulsion in the prep-

aration of this spray instead of the usual

winter oil emulsion. It should be prepared

to contain two gallons of the summer oil

emulsion and one pint of nicotine sulphate

40 per cent to each 100 gallons. Our holly

trees are also often infested with the soft

brown scales and we have learned that they

too are eliminated by the same application.

Certain aphids are also best controlled by

the application of a delayed dormant spray.

The aphis which causes the leaves on the

snowball to become twisted and distorted

overwinters as an egg near the buds and in

the old leaf scars. These eggs hatch as soon

as the buds start to open in the spring and the

young aphids can be destroyed by the timely

application of the oil-nicotine spray. The

summer oil emulsion would be used in the

preparation of the spray, of course. The

same spray will control the spruce aphis which

defoliates many a spruce tree in Western

Washington. Injury by this insect occurs

only in the late winter or very early spring.

Cooley’s Chermes or the Sitka Spruce Gall

aphid is another troublesome pest belonging to

this same group. They are responsible for the

unsightly galls on the spruce and must be

controlled before any gall formation takes

place. The aphids migrate from the Doug-

las fir to the spruce in the early spring. They

appear as cottony masses on the fir where

they seldom do any apparent harm. Again,

the timely application of the oil nicotine

spray will give control.

It is hoped that this brief resume will

enable us to appreciate the value of dormant

sprays for the control of several of our trou-

blesome insect pests. Let us also look into

the possibilities of dormant spraying for the

control of some of the fungus diseases which

attack and damage our trees and shrubs.*

Many persons in western Washington are

attempting to grow peaches and all, by this

time, are probably acquainted with the di-

sease known as peach leaf curl. This disease

is controlled entirely by the application of

dormant sprays. The first of these sprays

should be applied in November or early De-

cember. The spray recommended is 6-6-50

Bordeaux mixture with Penetrol added as a

sticker. The Penetrol is used at the rate of one

pint to 35 gallons of spray. To make small

quantities of the mixture, add 6 ounces of hy-

drated lime to about one gallon of water, dis-

solve 6 ounces of copper sulphate in another

* The writer has had the assistance of Drs. C.
J. Gould and Folke Johnson, plant pathologists at
the Western Washington Experiment Station, in
the preparation of the following suggestions.
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gallon of water, pour the two together, add

one and one-half tablespoonfuls of Penetrol

and enough water to make 3 gallons. Avoid

using metal containers. Some growers are

using the dormant strength lime-sulphur

spray in place of the Bordeaux-Penetrol com-

bination. The lime-sulphur spray, you will

recall, is prepared to contain one gallon of

liquid lime-sulphur to each 10 gallons of

spray. We prefer the Bordeaux-Penetrol com-

bination because of the sticking properties

which resist dissipation as a result of fre-

quent rains. This same spray should be ap-

plied again late in January or early in Feb-

ruary.

Many of our sour cherries have become

heavily infested with the European brown rot

fungus. The most evident manifestation of

the disease is the blighting of the blossoms.

Entire clusters of the blossoms will wither

and die, turn brown and remain on the trees

indefinitely. Many of the twigs are also killed

and the trees soon take on a blighted and

unthrifty appearance. The application of a

delayed dormant spray has given excellent

control. The mixture that has given most sat-

isfactory results to date is the lime-sulphur-

oil emulsion combination mentioned earlier.

This spray, you recall, is prepared to contain

four gallons of liquid lime-sulphur and one

gallon of winter or dormant oil emulsion to

each 100 gallons. It should be applied just

as the buds begin to swell. The object is to

prevent infection of the blossoms.

Compilation of Pertinent Data Concerning Some Rhododendron Species Which

English

Have Flowered ;

Q u-olity

Rating Species Color

R. Albrechtii bright rose
* R. anthopogon pink

** R. arborescens white or

R. arboreum
pinkish white
shades of red

* R. atlanticum white,

* * * * R. Augustinii
flushed pink
blue, lavender

** R. auriculatum white
** R. Baileyii red-purple

**** R. barbatum bright red

R. brachycarpum pure yellow,

R. bullatum
flushed pink
white

*** R. caeruleum white

** R. calendulaceum yellow to scarlet
*** R. calostrotum rose
*** R. caloxanthum primrose yellow

R. campylocarpum canary yellow
** R. campylogynum purple rose

R. camtschaticum rose
* R. canadense pink-purple

R. carolinianum rose purple

R. catawbiense white to pink

R. caucasicum (var.

Cunningham’s Sulphur) yellow
R. chameunum deep rose

** R. chartophyllum white

** R. chryseum light yellow

**** R. cantabile violet

*** R. ciliatum pale pink

Thirty

the Northwest

Blooming
Period Remarks

April-May Deciduous, azalea, 3-5 feet.

April Low shrub, difficult to grow.

June Deciduous, azalea, to 18 feet.

April Tree to 40 feet.

May Fragrant, deciduous.
April Carefully selected plants are

best.

July, Aug. Large shrub, fragrant flowers.
May Small shrub to 3 feet.

March Bloomed after 14 years from
seed, flowers in small trusses.

June Yellow flowers flushed pink.
April Bloomed when only 18 inches

high, flowers fragrant.
May Select the white form when

possible.

May Deciduous, azalea.

April Low, rock-garden shrub.
April Attractive foliage also.

April Medium-sized shrub.
May Small shrub.
May A small, deciduous species.
April Small, delicate, deciduous type.
May When possible select plants in

the nursery at blooming time.
May, June The white flowered, June-

blooming types are best.

May Luxuriant grower.
April Low, rockery type.
May Considerable variation among

seedlings.

April Nice effects when planted
among other lapponicums.

April Beautiful, plant with R. chry-
seum for color contrast.

March Plant in warmest part of
garden.



English
Quality-
Rating Species

**** R. cinnabarinum
var. Roylei

var. Blandfordiae-
florum

*** R. crassum

R. cremastrum
* * R. cyclium

R. Davidsonianum

** R. decorum

*** R. deleiense
* * R. desquamatum

*#* R. dichroanthum
** R. didymum

*** R. discolor

R. Edgarianum
R. elaeagnoides

**** R. Elliottii (#7725)
**** R. eriogynum

* * * * R. euchaites
R. exquisitum

*** R. fastigiatum
* R. ferrugineum

R. fimbriatum

R. Forrestii
* * * R. Fortunei
** R. fragariflorum

R. glaphyrum

** R. glaucum
**** R. Griersonianum

* R. heliolepis

*** R. hemitrichotum
jfc # R. hippophaeoides

* R. hirsutum
* * * * R. impeditum
* ** R. imperator

R. indicum

*** R. intricatum
R. irroratum

* * * R. japonicum

** R. Keiskei

** R. keleticum
* * * R. lacteum

R. lapponicum
*** R. ledoides

*** R. leucaspis
*** R. lutescens

R. luteum
R. lysolepis

R. macrophyllum
R. micranthum

* * * * R. molle
** * R. mollicomum

*** R. moupinense
**** R. mucronatum

Blooming
Color Period

rose red May

reddish yellow May
white July

purple-rose April
deep rose May
pink April

white, or shell pink April

rose April
mauve April
deep orange
crimson May
pink June

rose purple April
yellow April
scarlet June
red June

crimson April
mauve May
light purple May
rose red June
purple April

crimson April
rose May
raspberry red
yellow

May

rose April
brick red May
rose purple June

white, pink April
lavender April
pink June
purple blue April
pink purple May
rose to scarlet June

lavender April
creamy white April
yellow to red April

yellow March

purple crimson May, June
yellow May

purple February
white, pink May

white March
lemon yellow March
yellow May
violet April
pink May
white July

yellow April
rose to crimson April

white, pink February
white to rose May

Remarks

Use the varieties when pos-

sible.

Large, fragrant flowers; very-

desirable in warm gardens.

A medium-sized shrub.
The better forms are attrac-

tive.

Excellent type in association
with madrona.
Beautiful, loose, low shrub.
A large shrub to 25 feet.

Selected specimens are best.

Good rock garden subject.

A splendid, large shrub to

20 feet.

Fairly desirable.

Low, rockery type to 9 inches.
A most excellent type.
Magnificent flowers, shrub to

10 feet.

Large shrub.
Fairly desirable.

Erect shrublet.

The alpine rose of Switzerland.
Small shrub, typical lapponi-
cum type.

Variable in stature to 12 in.

Very handsome species.

Semi-evergreen.
The only one of its series with
yellow flowers.
A good rockery species.

Give it a warm site.

A narrow-leaved shrub to 10

feet.

To 3 feet.

One of the best of the series.

A low shrub, interesting.

Another good lapponicum type
Dwarf shrublet.
Many forms, give plants the
warmest available site.

Very floriferous.

Selected forms are best.

Deciduous, azalea; hybrids are
excellent.

Very useful in mixed plant-
ings (Else Frye).

Dwarf alpine.

A very good white form has
flowered here.
Small shrub.
Interesting rockery type;
floriferous.

Beautiful low-growing species.
Selected forms are lovely.
Fragrant, deciduous, azalea.

Valued highly by Mrs. Frye.
The native species.

Nice background shrub in
small gardens.

The popular forms are hybrids.
Selected forms deserve great-
er use.

A very fine species.

The white form is best.
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English
Quality
Rating Species

**** R. mucronulatum

Color

rose-purple

*** R. myrtilloides rose-purple

**** R. neriiflorum scarlet

** *

***

**

R. occidentale
R. orbiculare
R. oreotrephes

white to pink
rose pink
mauve

** R. pallescens pink

*# R. pemakoense pink

** * R. pentaphyllum bright rose

R. ponticum purple

** R. praevernum white

** R. pubescens light pink

**** R. racemosum pink

* * * *

** **
R. radicans
R. repens
R. reticulatum

purple
scarlet

rose-purple

* * * R. rubiginosum rose

** R. rupicola
R. russatum

red-purple
dark blue

*** R. sanguineum red

**** R. Schlippenbachii pink

**** R. scintillans dark lavender

R. setosum purple

**** R. Souliei pink

**

**

***

****

R. sperabile
R. sphaeranthum
R. spinuliferum
R. Stewartianum

scarlet

pink
red
white to yellow

*** R. tephropeplum rose

**** R. Thomsonii red

*** R. timeteum rose purple

* R. triflorum yellow

*** R. Valentinianum yellow

* * * * R. Vaseyi pink

** R. vernicosum pink

*** R. Wardii yellow

**** R. Williamsianum pink

** R. yedoense lavender

**** R. yunnanense pink

Thirty-Two

Blooming
Period Remarks

Jan., Feb. Avoid frost pockets when se-

lecting a planting site.

May Somewhat fastigiate in growth
habit.

April Mrs. Frye enthuses easily over
this one.

June Selected seedlings are best.

April Beautiful foliage.

May Nice foliage; select seedlings

for color of flower.

May Compact grower; floriferous

(Else Frye).
March One of the best of the low

forms.

April Very desirable, early flower-
ing form.

May, June Easily grown favorite; select-

ed forms are best.

March Among the earliest of the
large-leaved species.

April Small leaved, dense foliage;

to 4 feet.

March An excellent type for rockery
or for facing a shrub border.

May A very attractive alpine type.

April Similar to R. Forrestii.

Feb., Mar. The color has wonderful carry-
ing qualities.

April Selected individuals are strik-

ing.

April A fine rock garden subject.

April A very beautiful form; to 3

feet.

April Floriferous and colorful; easily
grown.

April Deciduous, azalea; large flow-
ers.

April When possible, select the dark-
er colored forms.

April Rather typical of the poorer
lapponicums.

May A lovely rhododendron, says
Else Frye.

April To 4-5 feet.

May Very interesting type; to 3 feet.

April The tubular flowers are odd.
March Very valuable in the good col-

or forms.

April Lovely, loose habit; nice foli-

age.

April A beautiful background type;
excellent foliage.

May Similar to R. oreotrephes and
serves like uses.

April Narrow-leaved, red-barked
shrub to 8 feet.

April Quite attractive; plant in pro-
tected site.

May Should have proper back-
ground for best display.

May A fine species for background
use on large properties.

May A desirable species; good foli-

age; to 15 feet.

April Very fine but somewhat dif-

ficult.

May Fine-textured, spreading plant
of moderate value.

May The good forms are striking.






